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From haunted corn fields to pumpkin carving
and finding the perfect costume, the 'Burg
offers plenty of ghoulish Halloween fun.

'Design for Utnng' at Theatre 11 offers a
complex 1930s menage a trois that defies
standards and passes the test of time.

James Madison University

Swimming and diving earned a key conference
win over the College of William Sr Mary before
falling to Florida State Unizvrsity.
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Dukes cause Tribe to lose nat'l rank
Long rivalry makes for 4 fouls, 8 yellow cards, 1 red-card ejection
Cl I Ml NTSON
senior writer
The College of William &
Mary Tribe and the JMU
Dukes h,nv a historically dirty
rivalry As the Tribe came to
Reservou Street I leld Saturday
night in defense of their top-25
national ranking, the rivalry
lived up to its reputation, with
the Dukes triumphantly rising
Out ol the smoke 2-1.
"Playing William & Mary
is always a tough game,"
BY DAVID

senior
midSaturday fielder Reggie
W&M
Rivers said.
"Every time
1
we play them
JMU
if s a physical
2 game."
The rough
game ended
with no less than four total
fouls, eight yellow cards and
one red-card ejection.
Coach Tom Martin ttld,
"It's probably the oldest rival-

ry in the conference. I think it
typified a William & Mary
game. It's a heated game. It's
always this way. Sometimes
aamaa aren't pretty."
Before Saturday's defeat,
W&M was ranked 25th in the
National Soccer Coaches
Association of America poll of
NCAA Men's Division I teams.
JMU is unranked.
Regarding overall record
standings and the Colonial
Athletic Association confer-

ence, though. JMU is ranked
higher than W& M. After losing
to JMU, W&M now will drop
from the national ranking.
After their last match, a
physical, nail-biter the week
before against Alabama A&M,
and a week of good practices,
the Dukes were prepared for
tough competition.
From the very beginning,
JMU came out extremely

• V*T. KIM -hirtplitHograpHer
Senior Carl Younl* avoids an attack from a member of the
College of William & Mary Tribe.
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"Naturally, the spiritual dimension of our humanity will be revealed and shared in the public
conversations whether they take place at a university, government office, home, business or a
church hall. "

—Fattier John Grace, coordinator of Intercampus Ministries

Church
& state
divided?

Bv

Congress joins in song, Bush calls for a
day of prayer and remembrance — a look
at how the strict lines separating religion
and government have eased since Sept. 11
BY KYRA PAPAFIL

staff writer
Only days after the Sept.
11 terrorist attacks on
America, hundreds of membtrt Of the U.S. Congress
gathered on the steps of the
Capitol
building
in
Washington, DC. to sing
"God
Bless
America.''
President George W. Bush
called for Sept. 14 to be a
day of prayer and remembrance. But wait — isn't this
the sountry where the
founding document, the
l onstitution,
strictly
declares the separation of
church and state? In the last
six weeks, the line drawn
between government and
religion haa bten blurred
and distorted as some
Americana1 altitudes about
what is appropriate alter.

University-sponsored
events repeatedly nave intersected with religious and spiritual events following the
events of Sept. 11, while trying to maintain a strict division of church and state.
However, university officials
feel that bringing spirituality
to the foreground in this time
of adversity not only is much
needed, but necessary.
Vice President for Student
Affairs Mark Warner said,
"During times of crises, there
have to be venues where people can express themselves
spiritually. When people need
healing, environments need to
be created were the)' can connect spiritually. One thing
Sept. II did was show that we
are all part of a bigger community, no matter our walk of life.
As an institution, we know

Complex
to create
'fine arts
precinct'
staff writer
Plans are underway for the
construction of a Center for the
Arts and Music Recital Hall that
will provide improvements in
classrooms and performance
spaces for JMU's arts programs.
The Center for the Arts will
house the School of Theatre and
Dance and will include a main
stage theater, a blackbox theater,
two dance studios and a costume
and prop shop. The Music Rental
Hall will be connected to the center, housing a principal recital
hall that will host many of the
university's approximately 300
annual musical events, according
to the Centennial Facilities Plan.
The facilities will be located on
AM site of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Preliminary investigations are
underway to decide what would
happen to the programs and
media outlets currently located
in the building, according to
Richard Whitman, dean of the
College of Arts and Letters.
Smaller, multi-purpose spaces
for various recitals also are being
considered.
According
to
Whitman, there are plans for an
addition to the current Music
Building that will allow for the
expansion of the music library
and a reconfiguration of space for
practice rooms.
JMU currently is negotiating a
30,000-square foot, 10-year lease
on pmpertv for art and art history programs. During that time
the plan is to prepare to extend
Duke Hall by perhaps 50,000
square feet. Whitman said. The
viability of an overpass or tunnel
under South Main Street connecting the center to the rest of
campus also is being examined.
"We're envisioning this corner of campus |as a] fine arts
precinct," Whitman said.
According to Whitman, this is
also the most expeasive project in
JMU's history, with the costs of
Center for trie Arts at $41.6 million and the Music Recital Hall at
$27.8 million.

CINDY TLNKER/jwilor anul

every level of sqciety and in
every institution, people are
expressing themselves with
spiritual language. It should
not be very surprising since
people are talking about
good/evil.
life/death,
66hate/love,
vulnerability,
During times of crises, community, and the search
for meaning in life and the
there have to be
significance of our lives.
the
spiritual
venues where people Naturally,
dimension of our humanity
will be revealed and shared
can express
in the public conversations
themselves spiritually. whether they take place at a
university,
government
— Mark Warne r office, home, business or a
vice president for Student Affairs church hall.
"There has been a lot more
-99
'spiritual' language in the
public forum since Sept. 11.
Coordinator
of On every level of society and
Intercampus
Ministries in everv institution people are
Father John Grace said, "On expressing themselves with
that people have different spiritual beliefs, but we needed to
provide a venue from a university perspective."

BRENNA WALTON

tptritual language."
Some said America has
too much separation of
church and state, and even
attributed the events of Sept.
11 to this extreme division.
"As far as the faith of the
countrv, 1 worry about what
God has in store for a country
that has separated church and
state and is removing God
from everywhere," senior Mike
Phillips said. "This I believe
(Sept. 11) is a message from
God that the | United States]
needs to rely on him more."
Grace said, "Everywhere
people were seeking to connect with a healthy community for support." JMU's provisions following the attacks
were a prime way for students to find this connection
so- CHURCH, page 4
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King continues husband's legacy
Coretta Scott King discusses equality, tolerance, MLK's movements
BY KAIII

LI.AIS

staff writer
I ha widow of slain civil
rights leader Martin Luther King
|r. spoke to a full house last
Wednesdas night in Wilson
Hall, add rawing her late hushands lee.au as a man who
encouraged non-violence to gain
equality tor all
Coretta Scott King, who was
married to MI.K lor 1.1 years
before he was assassinated in
|uf>8, continue* her husband's
cniaadc '"i racial, religious and
economic equality and toleran, e according to a LT'H press
release She was a leading mem-

ber of the civil rights movement, which ended segregation

-66The legacy ofMLK is
a topic very close to
my heart.
— Coretta Scott King

speaker

95
and worked to give equal rights
to African-Americans.

"The legacy of MLK is a
topic very close to my heart,"
King said. "We see his legacy
manifested in many concrete
movements."
King said these movements include integrated
classrooms,
AfricanAmericans dining together in
the same restaurants and
staying in the same hotels as
whites and a sharp rise in the
number of African-Americans
and other minorities passing
laws in Congress.
She said in the time of the
civil rights movement, there
were six African-Americans in

Congress and only 1,000 holding local government positions
and today there are 38 AfricanAmericans in Congress and
over 9,000 holding local government positions
"Non-violent demonstrations are a part of King's legacy, too," King said. "He
inspired an explosion of
human rights campaigns."
She spoke of how Vietnam
War protesters women's rights
groups and gay and lesbian
rights groups use her late husband's non-violent demonstrasee KISCi. page S
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Coretta Scott King spoke to a full Wilson Hall last week
about the many causes championed by her late husband.
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THURSDAY, OCT. 25
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• Baptist Student Union lanji group praiM md wonhlp, 5:30
p.m., B,i|-ii~i Student Centa on Da comer ol (.min-n ftrmm
md s.uih \l.un Street, contact Archie M 434-6822
• Young Democntfc SodaMM(YDS-)MU) general meeting, 8
p.m.. lkylor309 Mr m.nv information, MSM
aaajmutd
nmc/or contact Auon or AdwnM
4334411

FRIDAY, OCT. 26
• Baptist Student Union New le.-Ununt Greek Bible
Study, S to .1:43 .1 m . M.irkel One contact Archie .it
4344822

Parking petition

• C .tnlirlmrv EptWOM] MitiMrv Fuchanst BOViOB followed b)
a home-cooked dinner, 5 p.m., Canterbury1 louM on South
Main Stnvt WOOm from the Quad, contact Meredith at III
TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:
E-mail fames at The Breeze at Javnlil with the infnrm.ilkin
(event, date, hvation, contact info, etc.)

PIMM submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday (or
a Thursday issue.

POLICE LOG
JAMB DAVID AND KIMM-.KH I
MCKKN/IK

Underage Consumption ol Alcohol
• A JMU student was judicially referred for
underage consumption of alcohol at
Weaver Hall Ocl. 17 at 1052 p.m.
• A JMU student was judicially referred for
underage consumption of alcohol at
McGraw-Long Hall Oct. 23 at 1:44 am

assistant news editor out police
reporter
Anthony Seeger Hall was reportedly
evacuated due to a Bomb threat Oct. 18.
The threat reportedly was received
between 6.22 and 6:25 p.m. Nothing suspicious reportedly was found.

Grand Larceny
• A JMU student reported unknown sublects removed a section ol a vehicle's
dashboard, the rear bumper and lights
between Oct 16 at 12:30 a m and Oct 18
at 5:30 p.m.
• A JMU student reported unknown sublects reportedly jacked up a vehicle in R2lot, stole the tires and left the vehicle silling on four blocks between Oct 17 at
6:30 p.m. and Oct. 18 at 9:45 p.m.
• A JMU employee reported a digital camera stolen Irom a vehicle parked near the
Harrison Annex Oct 19 al 1 p.m.

In other matters, campus police report the
following:
Underage Possession of Alcohol
• Susan A. Hodges. 18, ol Falls Church,
was arrested and charged with underage
possession ol alcohol in Weaver Hall Oct
17 at 10:52 p.m.
The student was transported to
Rockingham Memorial Hospital lor alcohol
poisoning
• Paul S. Mason. 18. of Fleminglon, N.J..
was arrested and charged with underage
possession ol alcohol in Ikenberry Hall
Oct. 18 at 12:57 a.m.
• Non-studeni Chad P. Lodato, 20. of
Rockaway, N.J . was arrested and
charged with underage possession and
driving under the influence on South Mam
Street Oct. 19 at 3:40 a.m.
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How to place a classified Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 am and 5pm
Cost S3 00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each
additional 10 words; boxed classified, $10
per column inch.
Deadlines noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office

P >'0lir ritle witn true JML' Pr'dc! Winner will
receive an ALL-ZONE parking pass!

[

Show your school spirit with paint! Have ydur

banner COnteSt/

organization or residence hall create a banner

car decorating contest

\
^

t0 dc displayed on Goduin Hall!

Get your registration forms in Taylor 233!

Register your club or organization and "DUKE" it out
for the most spirit points. Pick up a registration form in
Taylor 233. Winners will receive great prizes!

student spirit points

§ 5-7 pm %
homecoming parade

CONNECT at the 2001 Homecoming parade!
For the best view, bring a chair or a blanket
and grab a lawn seat at Hanson Field. The
most spirited students will be there!

oct. 29 - nov.
2
week

«■*
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Halloween a capella concert

13

"Design for Living' review

13

Sex in the suburbs

13

A-fashion-nado
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All Things Literary
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Just Go Out

14

SPORTS
Men's soccer

1

Women's soccer

15

Swimming and diving

15

NBA preview

18

Sports beat

16

Picks of the week

17

Club sports

17

17,000 students, faculty and staff ready
for Homecoming. One Duke Dog filled
with energy and emotion.
Spirit since 1908

Dress U

gtt 29-0A
»*
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t
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t

CLASSIFIEDS

Come dressed in your Halloween costume and listen
to JMU'sfinest musical acts, eat free food and
snag Homecoming giveaways!

Pumpkins, ghosts and costumes A Hamsonburg Halloween

dose 821.34

Learn the JMU fight song, play JMU jeopardy, throw a
football or just enjoy more free food and music!
REMEMBER to show your school spirit by
wearing purple and gold.

I 11 am-2 pm \

10

STYLE

MARKET WATCH

ADVERTISING STAFF

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Hamsonburg community
Comments and compiaaits should be addressed to Julie Sproester. oditor

10

Horoscopes

FOCUS
Low

NASDAQ

Crosswords

High 71 Low 36

High

Friday

Petty Larceny
• One hundred and len dollars was discovered missing Irom a safe in the concessions office ol Chandler Hall Oct. 10
between 7:30 a.m. and 11:59 a.m. The
incident is currently under investigation.
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Economy hurting future of seniors
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House Editonal: What is the
definition of "hazing"?
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i- Parking problems
South Hij>h Street residents
sign a petitition to have
parking zones changed.
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"I don't think we can close the door on
the question: Are there more
packages?'
MICHAEL POWERS

Chemical and Biological Institute
see below

see below

Anthrax infects four D.C. postal workers
BY JAMES KUHNHEN AND
KBVIN MI RPHY

Knight Ridtlei Sen \nupers
Two postal workers In tinnation's capit.il apparently are
dead of anthrax, and two more
were hospitalized Monday with
dangerous pulmonary anthrax
infections, escalating bioterrorism's toll on America.
At least one of the two dead
postal workers handled congressional mail.
Preliminary lests suggested
anthrax as the cause of death.
pending conclusive results
"It is very clear that their
symptoms arc suspicious, and
their deaths are likely caused by
anthrax," Tom Ridge, director of
the federal Office of Homeland
Security, si id
U.S. Surgeon '
. I \
Salcher told CNN "it does seem
highly probable that those two
deaths were related to inhalational anthrax."
The newest cases shifted
the bioterrorism scare to the
nation's capital after a spate of
cases had surfaced in Florida
and New York City news
media offices, and in a
Trenton, N.J., postal facility.
One Washington postal worker was diagnosed with a pul-_
monary anthrax infection
Sunday, and a second on
Monday. Both remain hospitalized in serious condition.
Health authorities in the
District of Columbia are watching nine other people who arc
displaying symptoms consistent with anthrax infection,
said Dr. Ivan Walks, the capital
city's top health official. He
said he did not know how
many of the nine were postal
workers or how many had
been hospitalized.
Anthrax trail
- A trail of anthrax spores
connects the postal centers to
the Capitol building. A letter
tainted with anthrax was
found in the offices of Senate
Majority Leader Tom Daschle
last week, and 28 Capitol
workers, including six police
officers, have tested positive
for exposure to anthrax, which
doesn't guarantee they will
contract the disease.
The letter to Daschle would

have passed through the postal
facility where the latest victim-,
worked — the Brentwood mail
processing
center,
which
employs about 2.000 postal
workers and is about 15 blocks
north of the Capitol. Some 2,000
employees at the Brentwood
facility and at an airmail-processing
center
near
Baltimore/Washington
International Airport are being
tested.
Officials were still trying to
understand how the workers
became infected. To succumb to
a pulmonary anthrax infection,
a person would have to inhale
thousands of anthrax spores.
The Daschle letter was sealed,
raising doubts that it was the
only anthrax tainted letter to
pass through the Brentwood
canter,
"I don't think we can close
the door on the question: Are
there more packages?" said
Michael Powers, a research
associate at the Washingtonbased Chemical and Biological
Arms Control Institute.
Congress prepared
to
return to its regular business
Tuesday after the Daschle letter prompted lawmakers to
close congressional office
buildings to allow crews to
scour offices and the Capitol
for traces of anthrax. Officials
found evidence of anthrax
spores in four Capitol locations. Congressional office
buildings will renvan closed
Tuesday pending results from
environmental tests.
Co-workers said Monday
that one of the deceased workers, whom officials and colleagues identified as Thomas
Morris, worked in a section of
the Brentwood center that handled government mail. The
Daschle letter likely would
have passed through that
work station.
The latest anthrax infection
— caused by inhaling the bacteria — is the fourth confirmed
pulmonary case since anthrax
infections began to appear
along the Last Coast two and a
half weeks ago. Boca Raton, Fla.,
photo editor Robert Stevens
died of the disease earlier this
month. Before that, there had
been no such cases in the United

States since 1978.
Six other anthrax cases have
been in the form of cutaneous
(skin) infections, which are
much easier to cure.
The FBI said it was too soon
to link any of the new anthrax
incidents to the earlier ones.
More complete testing and
investigation are needed.
No clear source
Coming only weeks after the
Sept. 11 suicide hijackings,
which destroyed the World
Trade Center towers in New
York
and
damaged
the
Pentagon, speculation about the
source of the anthrax has
focused on Osama bin laden,
other terrorist groups from
abroad or Iraq.
Tht State Department said
Monday that it knew of no clear
link between the anthrax outbreak and Iraq.
"We don't put anything past
(Iraqi
President) Saddam
Hussein, but I don't believe
there is any clear linkage at this
point,"
State
Department
spokesman Philip Reeker said.
Anthrax also is available in
the United States, and one for
mer FBI agent who worked on
domestic terrorism cases said
checking access and reports ol
stolen or missing samples from
labs would be a normal inves
tigative strategy.
Gregg Mann, a spokesman
for Specialty Laboratories in
Santa Monica, Calif., which specializes in testing for hepatitis
and HIV, said there are a feu
hundred state and local health
department labs that stock
anthrax for "confirmatory tests"
for anthrax. The spores are
needed, he said, to compare
them to a patient's samples.
Mann said that in the late
1990s the government placed
more restrictions on labs that
use anthrax. A special permit
from the CDC is now required.
After the latest round of anthrax
infections, Mann said, the CDC
also issued a "protocol" for any
lab that finds a positive anthrax
sample to report it to local or
stale public-health labs.
"It's designed to centralize
the information, so they can have
the full picture and instances of
anthrax," Mann said.

< III 1 K M.NNEDYMW

Hazardous materials crew members wash off following anthrax investigations In the
Longworth House Office Building In Washington, D.C. Two postal workers In D.C. apparently
are dead of anthrax, and two mote were hospitalized Monday with dangerous pulmonary
anthrax infections.

Residents sign parking petition Police investigate
BY LAURA COCMRAN

Harnsonburg Police Captain
M.F. Wilfong.
The
zone
residents
A petition by local resident!
that hoped to change current already reached the miniparking zones and eliminate mum number of people
party-goers from the resuli ni I needed to sign the petition
neighborhoods resulted in tick- Created this academic year.
els
and
a
frustrated so far it has led to few
ll.irrisonburg
I vine changes. However, many resDepartment tail force, accord- idents have been ticketed for
ing to me llamsimburg Police parking on their own street
In the past, the area didn't
Department.
Crowded stntti and liti-r have a problem with ovej
crowding,
and becuase of
led residents in the neighbor
hoods along South I ligh Street that, many of the residents
nearjMU to take action toward saul llu\ have never bothered
making lb." residential area a gelling a parking dcval
24-hour no-parking /one, However, during the survey
according to local resident part of the process, the IIPD
mistaking!)! ticketed many
Betty Allen
Currently, under the code for residents becuase they did not
have the proper decals,
Ibe green /one. no lion ml
dents are permitted to park in Wilfong said. This caused
this residential .trv.t between tin- uneasiness among residents
hours of 8 am. and 8 p.m., receiving the tickets as well as
those giving the tickets.
Monday through Friday.
Residents are petitioning
to change the current green
-66parking zone to a blue park
ing /one < hanging Ibis area
to a blue zone would create a
Tht miscommunicaiion
24-hour no-parking zone that
between the town of
would restrict non-residents.
The
recommendation
Harrisonburg
and the
depends on the results of an
area survey and approval by
students in my
Ibe town council.
residential urea is
The survey of the area is
part of the long process
upsetting.
required to successfully create
a new /one- lor parking First, a
-Wendy ShilTldt
petition signed with 50 percent
senior
of the residents of such a /one
is derived
This is followed up by a
block-by-block survey by the
"It frustrates me that a
IIPD of the affected zone. If
more than 25 percent of the majority ol tlic tickets issued
parking spaces occupied by during our survey of the an>a to
vehicles are of non residents. see if a blue /one should lx- recthen that zone may be quali- ommended were those who
ties! to lia\e restricted perniil signed the petition," Wilfong
parking,
according
to ->iid "II these residents do not
contributing writer

have the current decal. whal is
to say they will get a decal when
the zone changes?"
The petition originated in
respc «nse i. » . >vercrowded streets
due to "students throwing par
lies in the rentals along |Snuth|
High Street" and the leftovei
bees bottles" in their cards the
next day. Allen said
Allen is among the many
who signed the patitton distributed among the residents
surrounding South
High
Street, which is lined with offcampus housing for )MU students she also is among the
many residents who received
a parking citation
"I left town without even
thinking about getting a sticker
lor c »ur new vehicle," Allen said.
"It was my mistake. I didn't
think they would ticket while I
ccas gone."
Many students who live
along the streets intersecting
with South High Street in the
green zone said they were
never even informed about
the petition, so they did not
know that a survey would be
conducted.
"In the two years 1 have
lived on Dixie Avenue, they
have never ticketed, so I was
procrastinating on renewing
my green decal." senior Wendy
Shifflett said. "No one ever
Informed me or any of my
roommates that a survey was
going I" take place, therefore
most o| us got tickets.
"The miscommunicaiion
between
the
town
of
ll.irrisonburg and the students in my residential area is
upsetting "
Allen said she thinks the
university is partially to blame
for what she sees as and over
Crowded area "The college
keeps enrolling more and more

e-mail threats at
San Diego State U.
Bi SUSAN HAINE
I h,' Daily Aztec

Parking concerns
students even though there is
not enough on-campus [housing] lor those currently
enrolled." Allen said "The college is continuously expanding and 1 think they have taken
advantage of the community of

I larrlsonburg."

Approval of the petition
would trigger the beginning of
a 24 hour tow-away COM lurrounding South High Street.
Anyone who expects more
than two visitors would be
required to contact the police
department for approval of
guests. Wilfong said
Wilfong said all requests c\ ill
be honored.
Restricted parking zones are
all.sated
throughout
ll.irrisonburg in response to
concerns ol lival resident. As
Stated in the town ordinance,
these parking /ones are "to promote peace, comfort, convenience and welfare ol all Inhabitants ol the s 11\
"We try to cooperate with
our neighbors and Inform
mem when we are expecting
people to be at our house,"
Stuffier! s.ud lli-tler communication should help the residents be more at east- these
parking tickets may eventually
be changed into towed vein
cles, and that is not going to
help anything."

San Diego State University
Police are Investigating several
threatening e- mails sent to university administrators and the
International Student Center in
light of an article printed in Vie
Daily Aztec last week.
Offidau said the e-mails
stem from the story of
I thiopian student Zewdalcm
Kebede. who confronted a
group of Saudi Arabian students allegedly making comments supporting the Sept. 11
attacks on America in Love
Library on Sept. 22.
Kebede's story has garnered a national spotlight —
several media organizations,

Including the The Wall Street
lournal's Web site, have reported on the story.
Fver since the article was
published Oct. 17, University
President Stephen Weber, the
University Police and numerous officials have received several threatening I mails from
people who either believe the
university
is
victimizing
Kebede for standing up for
\m. i.i or because they take
whal Kebede Said as absolute
truth and want officials to punish the other students.
However, no disciplinary
action has been taken against
Kebede He met with I 'enter for
Student
Rights
and
Responsibilities |udn-i.il ' MHctr
Antionette (ones Oct. 3 and
received a letter warning that

future "aggressive or abusive"
confrontations would result in

disciplinary sanctions.
Many e-mails sent to the university claim that by sending a
letter of warning to Kebede
about the conflict in the library,
the university is limiting his
freedom of speech.
However, Supreme Court
precedents allow the university to control the time and location of speech. The Free Speech
steps in Aztec Center is the
spot on campus where speech
is unregulated.

-66/ don'/ want it to be
perceived that we're
supporting terrorist
activity...
— James Kitchen
San Diego Stale VP for Student Affairs

—59
The e-mails directed toward
otlicials were strongly worded
and laced with expletives. Most
of them were very negative
toward the university itself, said
Man- Pott, university crime prevention specialist
"I don't want it to be perceived that we're supporting
terronst activity as the hundreds
of e-mails we've got have indicated," said Vice President for
Student Affairs lames Kitchen.
The e-mails are being investigated to determine if any
,, nstitute a threat and pOtOI
tial crime
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Church, state separation lines blurred
in aftermath of Sept. 11 terrorist attacks
cm Kill, fromptge l
much nettled in .1 time of sudden Iragedy he said.
Sophomore Came Meadows
said, 'The vigil and remanbfVnOI Ntl iOM th.it BUI ofl .is .1
aNult (of Sept. II) vwiv imMl\
due to the outer.' of students and
\.in.ms campus noups and the
mU'rl.iilh CUnpul ininislrn's '
Sophomore Andy Weymouth
slid, "1 think that the vtaflfl and
other services serve for some as .1
time of personal rvfkvtion and
spiritual strengthening, while for
others it serves as a time of unification and bonding."
The Sept If. university-sponsored event, "A nine ol Caring,"
was intended to "honor the victims of the bngedlOB and offer
support for those affected bv the
low of life," according 10 the
IMl Weh-itc
The event was planned to

provide a non-secular environment where students could
remember the liv<-. liM in \ev\
York City, Washington, DC,
and IYnns\l\,1111,1
JMU Presidenl I inwood
Kose, Student Government
AssiKiation I'rcsident David
Mills and Grace spoke at the
event, in addition to performances by the (MU Chorale,
wind symphony and the
Madison Singers leading the
audience in singing "God
Bless America."
Some people feel the connec
tion of government and spirituality at the time were inappropriate.
"President Bush and other
political leaders should not be
trying to use religion to unify
DM country," said the president
of American Atheists, Kllen
Johnson, in a Sept. 14 press
release "Dur elected officials

should be trying to bring us
together, not divide us by using
public religion to marginalize
atheists " lohnsun said that
Bush and local and si.ite offi. i.ii- thould refrain from org.i
nizing prayer vigils and other
sectarian events.
Many students don't see it as
a forced combination of church
and state. Meadows said, "fust
because students are coming
together to worship while in a
state institution djOBI not mean
that chmch and state are mixing Often tunes (x'ople confuse
this line, and I think that is
where the controversy of church
and state begins."
In retrospect, even though
some think n'ligion and governmental bodies should not interlace, they maintain that it is all
right in times of great distress
on the country.

Weymouth said, "|MU does
not sponsor anv .Mivilies that
are not similarly sponsored by
our nation. I think that most
people look past the doctrine
and the ideals of the separation
of church and state when such
horrific events, such as the
attacks of Sept. 11, occur."
Warner said, "Our nation
was in shock, and when in
shock, we need to go into our
spiritual lives. This is an
instance where tipping into our
spiritual lives was more important than politics and manmade rules.
I 01 me. one of the greatest
things this did was help us
move away from our two-party
-v stein and helped people say
I lev. we have a bigger issue
here' and allowed us to move
above party lines andfurty politics," he said.

P-VOC.fTomyagel
• An unknown person removed
a license tag from a vehicle
parked in G-lot Oct. 20.
• A JMU student reported the
removal of a license plate from
a vehicle parked in A-lot Oct.
21 between 12:30 and 2 p.m.
Property Damage
• Unknown persons used an
unknown ob)ect to scratch a
JMU employee's vehicle in C-4
lot Oct. 16 between 7:30 a.tn.
and 4 p.m.
• Unknown persons reportedly
damaged a wooden bench
near CISAT outdoor theater
Oct. 19 at 11:39 p.m.
• An unknown person reportedly damaged the soft top of
a JMU
student vehicle
parked in R1-lot between
Oct. 19 at 11:15 p.m. to Oct.
20 at 9:20 a.m.
• A JMU student reported damage to the driver-side of a vehicle parked in Rl-lot Oct. 20 at
3:03 p.m.

Trespassing
• A white female in her 50s was
seen trespassing in the
Harrison Hall computer lab
Oct. 17 at 11:22 p.m. A trespass notice reportedly was
issued. The subject also
reportedly had a JMU hang
lag in her vehicle. Possible
larceny charges reportedly
are pending.
The incident currently ij
under investigation.
Recovered Property
• A license tag was found in
R-1 lot about 40 yards from
victim's vehicle Oct. 18 at
12:54 a.m.

Fraud
• An incident of fraud occurred
in Gratton-Stovall Theatre Oct
19 at 4:05 p.m. Two employee
packets reportedly were turned
over for investigation.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25: 48

THE VILLAGE AT FOREST HILLS
A Convenient, Quiet And
Academically Friendly Community
Enjoy 3-level townhouse, 4 to 5 bedrooms, 2 V, baths.
Conveniently located within walking distance to campus.

Sinment Department will be hoWIng auc

■ 2C02 season:

Monday, Novembers,3:00 pm to 6:30 pm
Shenandoah University, Wilkins Ballroom
Seeking: dancers, singers, actors, acrobats, jugglers, puppeteers, mimes,
magicians and technicians for live shows. Bring prepared audition for all talents.

Call: 800-253-3302 _,, fijktertainment
TALENTSEARCHBGW.COM ~
VM*t Taped Audition M «<»*. UIOMM un<«i«, M I mi no mu. M m ,«m>«ttroom i «K
"'■-■'■ ■■■■-■
"-"■-■;"r"'" ■-■vb.i? *>■*»,■. ,v ,-.:,- MM ttattaditfnawiMMMiiiknM

Air-Conditioned
Some With Decks, Porches
Fully Equipped Kitchens
Washer/ Dryer
High Speed Internet Availability
Private Cul-De-Sac Street
$1,500 to $1,600 per month
If you are considering living off campus and would like to
be part of something new and positive give
The Village at Forest Mills a call.

(540) 828-0220
VAUv.thcvilhiKCiUforcslhillsriiisa.ncl

ANNOUNCEMENT

INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
THAT ARE CLEAR
AND CONCISE.
EVEN IF OUR NAME ISN'T.
1 Iside from our

name, we've always been In favor of making things simple.
io contact us for smart, easy investment techniques to help you reach your financial goals.

riAA-CREF.org or call 1.800.842.2776

Study Abroad Scholarships!
The JMU Office of International Programs is pleased to
announce two $2,500 scholarships for 2002 spring and
summer semester programs in Florence, London
Martinique, Paris and Salamanca!

•

Application Deadline: November 1,2001

MJfef^B
1

mmaa

^J

Murtui'inii money far nropit
with other things to think about'"

RKTIMMHT | MtUtUHCI | MUTUAL -UNO* | COUCU IMIMI | IIU1I1 | iniSIMCNT HWA6IMIN! /

nUCMMlMuiMWniMliafancnK MI<acMrirMlUlnniiriS«.<c«l« Ml*« ucilKKI >Mim
o mi lutmi UMMU m Mi HUCUM C«KI> «<i»m»i inn tax <nu cum ■*. r«i. rr mm

For eligibility and requirements
visit the 0IP website at
www.jmu.edu/international/studyabroad
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Center to be 'most expensive project in JMU history'
ARTS,
tnmt peg,
fmv, 1/
A*TS, from

__.,

Funds for the hdUbM will
be provided by stole pnl
funds of $.18.7 million („r ,he
arts center ,ind S22.8 million Fat
the recital hall in addition to $5
million in private donjiions
each, according to Charles
King, vice president for
Admmi-.ii.itmn ind finance.
No private funds have been
raised at this time, but donors
an- considering several funding
proposals, he said
Ilu- university presently is
in the early Mam of developing plans for Ihe project. The
lirst phase of the project is
acquiring data on the costs of
the facilities and the development of plans for the features of
the facilities. Whitman said.
According to Whitman, Ihe
next phase. -I the process will be
to construct a site plan, which It
a map of the area and the place
men! of various buildings. By
th,- time this segment of planning is finished, the university
should have acquired sufficient
fund* to menu) an architect to
begin designing the facilities.
Whitman said

_.

_

Official construction dates
will be set once JMU is notified
of the confirmation of both private funds and those Irom the
state, according to King.
According to the |MU
Centennial Facilities Plan, the
university'. arts ptnyaU-i have
been neglected and are long
overdue for an overhaul while
other programs km- received
expansions It states that Ihe
new facilities will be the lirst
fine arts additions since the
1960s, other than the building ol
the Music Building in 1W». and
that the School of Theatre and
Dance currently is housed in
what arc "unquestioiublv the
worst academic facilities on the
JMU campus."
Theatre II is a former chicken hatchery built by Wampler
Farms in 1922, .n online, to the
plan. Wampler abandoned the
building in the earlv 1970s to
move to newer 1.1, ililu-s and
JMU began using the building
in 1974. The theater and dance
program moved to Theatre II
in the late l»H<>s,is ,i l<-mpor.ir\
home until a new facility could
be constructed The building is

J

shared with the university's
grounds department, which
uses a portion of the building
for lawn mower storage,
repairs and cleaning.
Theatre II "has insufficient
heating, cooling, ventilation,
electrical,
plumbing
and
iiuvhanic.il systems." according
to Ihe plan The floor levels are
ixldly unmatched and the
building has flooded many
limes because its elevation is
below street level.
When designed in the 1980s,
the Music Building included a
SCO-seat nvital hall which was
cut because of budget constraints. Most of the school's
approximately 300 annual
events are held in Wilson Flail
auditorium or the AnthonySeeger Hall auditorium.
Wilson was designed for
lectures and thus is not acoustii.illv treated. Its stage is too
■Ml to accommodate a full
music ensemble, it lacks adequate dressing room space and
toilet facilities and its lighting
control is not adequate for
matinee performances, according to the plan.

The Anthony-Seeger auditorium is consistent with a 1959
vintage elementary school
auditorium, so its stage is too
small, there is no backstage, the
searing is inappropriate, there is
no climate control and the hall's
acoustic are terrible," according
to the plan.

-6 6—
This should have been
done a long time ago.
- Ryan McWilliams
sophomore

Department headsagn-e that
facilities for the arts are inadequate at JMU in some ways.
"The School of Music doesn't have an official performance
space and demands are held
back because we have to wait
for Wilson's auditorium," said
Mellasenah Morris, director of
the School of Music. "An adequate performance space will

bring us in line with Other
schools in Ihe nation that offer
degrees in music It laalao part
ol the valuable training for a
-i ii. lei 11 seeking a bachelor 'a or
master's degree in music."
William Buck, director of the
School of Theatre and Dance,
said, "I think that it will unify
the musical (heater and dance
programs that are spread
throughout campus in facilities
that do not accommodate the
students. JMU has the largest
-nts program in the state and
this is something we desperate
ly need to continue to grow It
would also be a great help in
recruiting the best students in
the country for our programs .is
well as a great resource for stu
dents and the community to see
our productions."
Beyond all else, it is a project
that is viewed as much needed
and long overdue "This is my
tenth year at JMU, and we've
|the music department] been
working on this ever -n
Morris said. "The music limn
is one of most heavilv used
library spaces on this campus
and has reached its shell In,-

there is room lor less than two

pears of needed purchases left."
Some students agree that the
current facilities are substandard and are glad to see
improvements being made.
"This should have been
done a long time ago," sophomore theater and dance major
Ryan McWilliams said. "The
main theater . laaaBS -ire held in
an old chicken coop. JMU's
motto is All Together One.' yet
the theater, music and art
departments always seem to
get the short end of the stick. I
think this is great. These addi
lions will provide belter classrooms so that 10 students aren't
crowded Into a very tiny room
with little room to move or act."
Sophomore theater and
dance
major
Kristen
llummerston said, "The new
oomplen is a milestone lor performing arts at this school.
|JMU| is finally taking the
needs of the talented students
in the department Into account
and realizing that the performing arts important and are produdng successful students in
their field."

King discusses MLK's birthday, race, religion
UNO, from pegs l
11 terrorist attacks, asking the
lions style to peacefully fight audience to speak out against
for what they believed in.
all expressions of bigotry and
King taid even revolution- violence, especially against
ists at the Philippines. Eastern Muslims and people of Arabic
Europe and
in
China's descent.
Tienneman Square used MLK's
"As Americans, we have a
IS It-Violent demonstration style . special obligation not to let this
to stand up against oppression disintegrate into a hatred ol an
and dictatorships.
ethnic group." she said
As for the United States,
King successfully cam"Martin didn't think America paigned to have iu-r husband's
wa-a melting pot, hut a vibrant birthday declared a national
mosaic of people," King sai,l It holiday, which has become a
was a core principle of his day of community service probeliefs that people of all races jects across the world in
and religions should live remembrance of him.
together in peace."
It is so gratifying that this
She Ihen spoke of the Sept. day has become a humanitarian

day," King said. "I can't think of
a better way to celebrate

-46I can) think of a
better way to
celebrate Martins
birthday and life.
— Corelta Scott King
-^peaker
Martin's birthday and life."
Mark Warner, vice president

for Student Affairs, officially
King's lecture was spon- world. The life that she has led
welcomed King to JMU.
sored by the Center for Multi- is a shining example of
"Thank you, Mrs. King, cultural/International Student
for your insight and your Services and by the University strength, endurance and perseverance. Seldom do we have
experience," Warner said. Program Board.
the opportunity to be in the
"I'm grateful for who you
According to Tarra Holman, presence of a person that has
are and what you've done director of issues and cultural
helped changed the face of
for our world. Your work awareness for UPB, Wilson I kill
America."
will be etched in the tablets was filled to capacity with 1.303
Holman said. "We've been
of history."
audience members. She said I working to gel someone of her
King took the stage after satellite location at Graftal
caliber -iiue last semester. As
performances by JMU groups Stovall Theatre, where people time passes, ■ lot of the
The Contemporary Gospel could watch the speech on teleSingers and Ihe Anointed and vision, also was filled to capaci- younger generation don't
know who she is or even who
Appointed Dancers and a ty with 600 people.
MLK is, so it was important to
scholarship presentation on
Stacy Fdwards, director of have her speak here."
behalf of Students for Minority CMISS, said "Corelta Scott
Freshman Taylor Leake said,
Outreach and the Black King is one of the most influen"I know she is a big influence. I
Student Alliance.
tial woman leaders in the wanted to hear her speak "

Katherine A. Martin, D.O.

ottod

Family Practice Physician
OPEN TO NEW PATIENTS
Women's Medicine - Pediatrics - Osteopathic Manipulation - Sports Medicine
Adult Medicine - Accidents - Allergy/Skin Problems - Complete Physicals-all ages
(540) 438-9292

OING

1765 S High Street (NVm to Food I urn on South 421

, Harrisonburg

Unitarian Universalists
r&JST OAS 4-»T>*_*="i

Service 10:30 a.m.
We respect ihe inherent « orth and dignity oftvtry person and Juliet.
tqualit) and compassion In human relations.
Phone: 8674073 V isitors Welcome
hen
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"Spirit Quest"

CEP Alft 6tfr A1W aSCOUrff WITHjTttS ffi

\ .h.urm \ Fur Youth. Ages 4 Through 17. SUNDAY'S at 10: JO A.M.

JUMP ON YOUR BROOMSTICK AND COME TO THE
*lQc

*&°
JAMES MCHONE

8
& SATURDAY NIGHT
8:00-11:00PM

EVERY FRIDAY

&

..

antique

J«n

fry

*

EVERY NIGHT
OCTOBER 26- HALLOWEEN

♦

ADMISSION

lewtery Bought-SoU-Tradrd
A ntujue and Estate jewelry
Diamond Merdvnls
Appraisals cV Repairs

75 South Court Square Harrisonburg, VA 22801 (540)433-1833
JAMES *AC<AC*JL

$5.00
fry

4 From Cross Keys Rd. turn east onto Port Republic Rd. Go 3.2 mi.
and turn left on Pineville Rd. Go 1.8 mi. and turn onto Valley View Rd.
Go 1 mi. Cornfield on right.
•* From Rt.33, from Harrisonburg turn righl on Lawyer Rd.
From Elkton turn left on Lawyer Rd. go 2.4 mi. and turn right on
Pineville Rd. Go 0.8 mi. and turn left on Valley View Rd. Go 1 mile.
4 From Rt. 340, turn west onto Port Republic Rd. go 1.6 mi. and turn
right on Lawyer Rd. Go 2.3 mi. and turn on goods Mill Rd.
Go 0.5 miles and turn right on Longley Rd. Go 0.5 miles.
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DECISIONS. DECISIONS...
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r
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A SPECIAL EVENT!

DAVE MATTHEWS BAUD
live In ChkaM 12/19/98
$17 99 Cl

BUSH
Golden State
$13.91 CD

k___________H

GOVTHUIE

A week Ending Bash with

nnwtiMWi
$13.9901

DPIH

Pat McGee
INCUBUS

III BURNSIDE
Bumslde On Bumslde
$13.99 CD

MerMngview
$13.99 CD

DMX
Greitest rjepressien
$14.99 01

/#i€*e^ £ZeM+tf
with Special Guest Jeff Grant from Georgia Avenue

Sunday October 28th 0:00 p.m.
JARUIE

OYSTEBHEAD
Grind Pecking Order
$13 99 CD

PMNlSlMN

$14.99 CD

SYSTEM OF A DOWN
Teilclty
$13 99 01

Tickets On sale now at Malnstreet a Plan 9 in Harrisonburg.
Tickets are $10.00 advance a $13.00 at the door.
18 a up Show

Other Muff on sale: Bubba Sparxxx, Jay-Z. Nickelback, Garbage, Tenacious D,
Tori Amos, Bob Dylan, POD and about 250 hits at sale prices!

Plan 9 what a record store should be!
434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790 96 E. Market St.

We buy and sell
used CDs DVDs
Vinyl and
VHS Videos
so bring 'em inl

BE LAZY! SHOP AT WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

432.9963
Malnstreet Is Perfectly Located at 153 South Malnstreet. Harrisonburg

YOU'VE MISSED...
inner campus buses
opportunities to go to UREC
8 am classes
chances to talk to that
hottie you met last weekend
But don't miss that

last chance to get your
yearbook picture taken!

Monday, November 5th, Taylor 405 12-5pm
Tuesday, November 6th, Taylor 405 9-5pm
$5 sitting fee, $1 to reserve a yearbook
Questions? Call Allison at 568-6541
or e-mail the_bluestone@imu.edu

_____
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"A hush-hush occurrence of
the past, hazing brings to
mind madc-for-TV movies
where male pledges arc
forced to drink..."
see house editorial, below

"We should be grateful
that the government is
doing the right thing ..."

OPINION

25, 20011 THE

WILLIAM KNORPP

professor
see letters, page 8

IA ITERRENCE NOWLIN
I THE POISON PEN

Economy hurting
future oi seniors

* t*CN'TNV*CriiM
*>WWIEPTD,

7

i 9f««p.;

JUDICIAL

HOUSE

-***Wt*

UxrtciL

It seems the economy is not
doing so well recently. The
slight dip earlier in the year was
accentuated well by recent warfare. Things aren't looking so
bright for me either.
It was going to be a wonderful day when I graduated —
something worth buying a tie
and shaving for. My little ceremony would be at one of the
graduation stations, with my
parents so far in the back my
name would be inaudible to
them as I picked up my diploma
before running to the nearest
employer willing to give me
money because I had the piece
of paper Now it looks like the
fastest way to get money with
my diploma involves selling it
on eBay.
How convenient for a war to
break out right when I plan to

gndortfe

I was planning a happy little
life, leaving my options open for
the year after graduation. I was
either going straight into the
world of grossly underpaid
journalists or going to graduate
school to acquire some debt so I
eventually could be grossly
underpaid with a mission.
Recent events have caused the
at many other universities,
job market and graduate admisthe secretive nature sursions to work against me.
rounding such incidences
My advisor slapped me on
only seems to tarnish organthe wrist with a ruler and said
izations' names. Recently in
graduate school is evil - OK,
the news for hosting Breast
perhaps he just said it was bad.
Cancer Awareness activities,
Either way, he thinks job experiZTA seems open about their
ence is much more important
seemingly harmless allegathan graduate school. My dad is
tions, but others in question
telling me to go to graduate
only seem to hurt their repuschool after I am on the job for a
tations rather than help by
while and no longer a dependnot discussing the incidents
ent on his tax forms. My mother
at hand.
disagrees. Why? Because she
Granted, it is honorable
said so. Apparently MA. looks
that all three claimed responbetter than B.S. as a final educasibility and seem to be avidtional objective.
i working toward mending
Still, graduate school has its
ese supposed
wrongfiner points, and I am willing to
doings, but the shadiness
apply. The problem with this is
surrounding the topic in
that every person in the country
general makes people wonwithout a job or graduating
der. Should the student body
from college in a competitive
at large be made a ware of the
field is squeezing pocketbooks
hazing issues on a college
to get an educational edge and
campus? Definitely. Hazing
further their education. Peachy.
is a problem affecting not
I took the CiKfc exam,
only Greeks but other
required to apply to graduate
groups as well, including
school. This involved answering
athletic teams and other
demands on a computer screen
campus organizations. It is
while being videotaped to preonly through campus-wide
vent cheating. Considering my
education that the haziness
uncanny on-camera presence, I
surrounding this serious
was a celebrity in the testing
issue will clear and the miscenter. Also within the realm of
understandings and confuapplying to graduate school. I
sion will cease.

EDITORIAL

What is the definition of "hazing?"
Hazing, a taboo word al
best, resurfaces at JMU every
once and a while, and each
time the charges ate like the
word itself sounds — hazy.
Most recently, social sororities Zeta Tau Alpha and
Alpha Sigma Tau and social
fraternity Kappa Delta Rho
all pleaded and were found
responsible of hazing by the
Inter-fraternity Councif and
I'anhellenic
Judicial
Council, according to Sheila
Williams, coordinator of
PratenUty/Sorority life. The
fraternity Sigma Chi is also
is under investigation.
A hush-hush occurranco
of the past, hazing brings to
mind made-for-TV movies
where male pledges are
forced to drink until they
pass out or female pledges
are subjected to intimidation
and degrading activities. It
brings to mind images of
guys dressing in drag to go
to D-hall or groups committing perhaps-illegal actions
to steal another group's mascot or flag. But where do we
draw the line between hazing and innocent fun?
When most people shy
away from talking about it
and no one wants to admit to

doing it, a definition is far
KDR's charges stem from an
from set. The official JMU
incident involving a pledge
Hazing Policy defines it as
who is a minor. Hazy indeed
"any situation created inten— these reports are left for
tionally to produce mental or
people's imaginiations to fill
physical discomfort, embarin.
rassment, harrassment or
An Oct. 22 story in The
ridicule." But what does that
Independent Florida Alligator,
mean, and how do these
the student newspaper at the
recent hazing charges fall
University of Honda, covinto
that
ered
hazing
definiton?
—L £
allegations
Not spedwith charges
fied as any,
,
equally conD
thing further DUt Where CIO We fusing
to
than "hazing
,
.,
,.
those
here,
violations,"stu(irUW the line
The
story
dents and fac,
,
.
quotes
the

ulty are left to

between hazing

Oniveristy of

speculate as to
,.
, ^Florida's
what
really and innOCentJUnf assistant dean
happened, why
for Greek Life
these
four
""
as saying, "We
groups
are
have nonspeunder fire, and if this really is cific allegations at mis
a problem to be so concerned
point," about a hazing story
about.
Senior
Ashley
concerning Delta Chi fraterMoxley, ZTA's president,
nity. The only other informareported that the chapter
tion offered were hazing
was charged for blindfoldcharges the Univeristy of
ing some pledges, walking
Florida chapter received in
them up Greek Row and
1999, including "soliciting
driving them to Kline's
and engaging in prostituDairy Bar to get ice cream.
tion, lewdness and assignaASTs charges reportedly
tion."
surround the use of water
With all the good Greek
guns and beer pouring, and
organizations do at JMU and

Darts
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The Breeze re»erv« the twin to edit tor .lanty and ipace.
The.?Iniom in ihi» NCttoB do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
MWptptfj il"- mftoi IJiiin M.idi*.n University.

researched the possibilities of
the schools that provide my
interest of study and narrowed
down my top choices. This said,
it is a good idea to have backup
schools, considering the recent
load of applicants. 1 have a feeling I will be applying to schools
that offer take-home veterinary
surgery exams or something
promoted by Sally Struthers. I
feel for my dog.
Beyond that point, I have
taken no further action involving graduate schools besides a
lot of pleading with admissions
counselors and screaming at my
freshman-year-fouled GPA on
the screen of E-Campus It all
looks very grim.
On the other hand, I could
try to get a job. Much to the dismay of my advisor, fast food is
not going to get me that needed
experience he keeps speaking
of. Journalism has always been
a difficult field to break into,
and now things are even less
facile. Taking into account this
rather large speed bump, I am
applying early for jobs. I even
have five resumes with different specific objectives to prevent broad objectives from getting in my way.
A rule of thumb for job-hunting: the early bird gets the
worm. As a joke on myself, I
recently applied for a job I want
in a place I want to go. If you
need to laugh, go ahead, the
words will be on the page when
you finish. This job requires the
skills I have and it seems incredibly interesting. The obvious
downside to this is that it is very
likely there are many applicants
for this particular position and I
won't have a chance against
experienced journalists who
graduated long ago.
As a media major, 1 always
planned for a compromising job
where I lived out of my car eating tuna from a can to stay alive.
This situation makes the more
likely result an unpaid internship allowing for a refrigerator
box and a can of Alpo.
Looking at the recent problems in the economy causing a
stressor in admissions and
recruiting, I have to remedy the
situation for myself as best I can.
I could always boost the economy by buying a bunch of stuff,
like DVDs, stock in American
flag companies and a few head
of cattle, but that's not my best
option. I can do nothing more in
;«■(■ I'irrURE. page 8

Darts A Pals art submitted anonymously
and printed on a space -available basis.
Submissions are based upon one person s
opinion of a given situation, person or event
and do noi necessarily rrflect the truih.

Pats

h.-mail darts and pals

Pat...
A "look-out-Martha Stewart" pat to my
platonic female friend who likes to cook
for me.
Senf in by a grateful junior who doesn't
miss home quite as much with your free food on
the table

Dart...
A "quit-your-complaining" dart Io students who an? too blind to see that the
grounds people do an excellent job ot keeping our campus beautiful all year long.
Sent in by an angry senior ivho is sick of
hearing students complain. If you don't like
it. transfer.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-making-our-fall-break
even-more enjoyable" pat to the funny guy
at Alston's who did the worm on the dance
floor during karaoke.
Senf in by two senior girls who are way too
shy to get up and bust out old-school moves
like that.

IO

oTee/«Ip(#hirimail.com

Dart...
A "shut-up and-show some-respect"
dart to the girl behind me at the Coretta Scott
King speech who said "I hate this song"
while the national anthem was being sung.
Sent in by an offended girl who came to liear
a great speaker and feels that your comment
was completely inappropriate considering
recent eivnts.

Pat...
A "you-guys-are-phenomenal" pat to
the IMU.i i.i|vlb groups for putting on
next Monday's Halloween benefit concert
for Camp 1 leartland
Sent in by students who realize your contribution mil enhance the lives of children affected
by AIDS and HIV.

Dart...
A
"don't-take-advantage-of-peoplewho-need-extra-parking-privilege>" dart to
the twisted person that decided to steal my
temporary handicapped parking pass right
off my mirror Sunday night
Sent in by a faded junior who is glad your
lack of morals and compassion aren't shireit by
the majority of I Mil student--
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OPINION

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Professor contests
Gelderloos column
To the Editor
In the October II issue of
77k- Breeze Peter Gelderloos
makes several bad arguments
for the conclusion that we
should oppose military action
in Afghanistan. Gelderloos
argues that the government is
dropping food to Afghans
•olay as a propaganda ploy.
First, this is probably not true.
The United States is the
largest provider of aid to
Afghanistan under normal
conditions This suggests that
our motives are at least partially altruistic. Second, even
if our motives were purely
political, this would not show
thai either military action or
the dropping of the food
packets is misguided. It is
fashionable in some quarters
to always think the worst
about our government, and
sometimes, this is warranted.

But, there is no good reason
to do so in this case. We
should be grateful that the
government is doing the right
thing and — dare I say it —
give them the benefit of the
doubt when assessing their
motives. 1 in.illv, (ielderloos
dalms that we are dropping
35,000 food packets (actually
over 350,000 at the time of
this writing) to 75 million
"famine-vulnerable"
Afghans. However, the number of famine vulnerable persons is not relevant, as this
includes those who are not
currently starving but who
might in the future. We are
now dropping enough food
packets to feed all of those
currently starving. The 7 million
famine-vulnerable
Afghans will have to be supplied over land. Since the
T.ilihan sealed the border and
is responsible for much of the
starvation, the best way to

feed these people is probably
to defeat the Taliban as quickly as possible.
Gelderloos also opposes
action on the grounds that the
Vietnam War was a failure,
and the war effort harmed the
Vietnamese,
traumatizing
children and possibly making
them more militaristic. These
claims about Vietnam are
plausible, but the analogy is a
bad one. Vietnam was a
lengthy, brutal and probably
unjust war Needless to say,
we should not fight such a
war in Afghanistan, but we
do not intend to. We do not
oppose a powerful popular
movement in Afghanistan;
rather, we oppose a small,
unpopular
and
brutally
repressive gang of thugs and
religious fanatics. The greatest threat to the*psychology of
Afghanistan's youth is not
American bombs, but Taliban
oppression. Bombing will kill

5POTLIOHT

Topic: What is the

innocent people, and we
must not allow ourselves to
ignore this. But the sad fact of
the matter is that reasonable
people would probably prefer a brief, limited bombing
campaign to continued subjection by the Taliban.
Gelderloos also expresses
concern about anti-American
riots in the region. It is important to remember that many
of the rioters in Pakistan and
elsewhere are Taliban supporters, and, like the Taliban,
are opposed to Western liber
alism (holding for instance,
that the oppression of women
is not merely permissible but
obligatory). The anger of such
people cannot be cited as evidence that we are in the
wrong; rather, it is at IcMl
some evidence that we are in

coolest thing you
did over fall break?
"I milked fry miles to
go to McDonalds."
Colby Steere
junior, educaiion

"1 supported my local
military."
Kerin Jackson
freshman, markeling

the right.
William Knorpp
department of philosophy
and religion

"/ got mooned by a
naked man in a truck
in Baltimore."

Caroline Weisman

Future uncertain for graduating students

freshman, undeclared

FUTVRE.frompage?
this situation than make
myself marketable.
This is resume building,
folks. In order to accomplish
marketability, I have to keep up
my extra-curricular involvement, maintain my grades and
depend on those internship-. I
was lucky to have in past sum-

mers. Above all. I must wear
really great cologne and muscle
shirts on intm lew days. And I
bet you thought I became an
editor by credentials alone.
The recent situation is not a
fun one for graduating seniors.
While we get to laugh in the
face of new D-hall and the dog

food smell, swearing never to
return, we must find jobs, a
graduate school or a suitable
option (loving parents). Postgraduation choices are becoming more and more limited.
President George W. Bush proclaimed this ordeal may take a
few years to overcome. I gradu-

"I ate like half a bag
of chocolate with my
sultanates."

ate in only a few months - so
will thousands of others. It
looks as if my dog may be getting some experimental surgery
if things don't pan out.
Jirrrno? Nowlin is the pale,
scrawny Opinion editor who
thinks muscle shirts are way cool
and prefers Alpo to Pedigree.

Amber Acree
freshman, health assessment
VANESSSA ZUIDEMMonmJwmg pIMojrap*"
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Ski Free

^/W/ 0i He week

'DAIHV I VVItl

at
assanutten Ski Resort

M

Now hiring lor Ski Season
Full-time, Part-time, Weekends,
Anytime!

ICE GJRJEAM

Lifts, Rentals, Retail Shop, Food Service,
Telephone Operators, Cashiers, and More!

Km

'Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE midweek and night Skiing and Rentals!

For More Information, Call 289-4954

Located in Food Lion
Shopping Center
off Port Republic Road

Are you an outgoing person who likes to work hard and
have fun?
Po you have counseling and teaching skills?

Looking for a JOB next semester??

574-0808

Stylists with advanced training
in New York, Northern Virginia
and Richmond

Apply to be an
Off Campus Life Community Coordinator!!
Community Coordinators:
•Work in a cool office with fun people!!
• Facilitate Conflict Resolution

Hours:

•Present programs to residence halls about living off campus!

10-6 Mon-Wed

INTERESTED??
Pick up applications in the student

10-7 Thurs, Fri

employment office or
Off Campus Life in TDU.

9-5 Sat

For more info call S66"-6071 or
sarverkbffijmuedu or russelvkSjmoedu

DUKES
5K WALK/RUN
November 3rd, 8 am
Pre Race Mectingi 7i45 am ... UREC
Corti $12 prior to Nov. 3, $15 on race day
The firsi 250 registered participants arc
awarded a race bag and a Homecoming
tee shirt. Proceeds benefit a student
organization, Pro Rec
Questions? Contact Nicole Disid, Aquatics
fit Safety Coordinator - distelnmfjmu.edu,
568-8714 or contact Bob Gotson, Intramural
Sports Coordinator - golsonrmCjmu.edu,
568-8711

more information call X88700. or |
I our website wwwjmu.edu/rrcrration
■ and click on the SK 1

r^rrf*TtfilT*ff '
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Wanted

Drop off food
at the
following: locations
Ashby
Candle Ray's
Carribbean Tan
The Commons
Harrisonburg Baptist
Harrisonburg OBGYN
James McHone
The Look

Madison Marketing Assoc.
Mercy House
Mike's Food Mart
Neighbor's

rive

Pheasant Run
Simple Pleasures
South View

To benefit the Blue Ridge Food Bank*

Stone Gate

Ends November 16th

University Outpost

Valley Vets

Sponsored by The Breeze
*They are especially in need of canned meat products

& The Breeze
\

Chinese Restaurant
4iee Sbeliu&uf

$10.00 Minimum - limited Aleo.

Mon.- Thurs. 11 am -10 pm
Fri.- Sun. till 11 pm
Ston= Hours May Vary No MSG Upon Request No Checks Accepted

we throw all kinds of

Special
Combination Platters
Menu

[obstacles] at you.
tuition isn't one of them.

$6.50
Full Menu Available in Store

(540)568-9899

(540)438-1919

1031 Port Republic Rd
in Port Crossing
Shopping Center
next to Food Lion

625 J Mt Clinton Pike
Near EMU
in Park View Plaza
Shopping Center
behind F&M Bank

Sure, wait have you climbing walls. But H you qualify for
a 2- Of 3-ytar scholarship, tuition's one obstacle you wont
have to worry about. Talk to an Army ROTC rep. And get a
leg up on your future

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
Get what you deserve!
Contact MAJ Love at 568-3633

GUitia £<opAeM. ^beliv&iA. Jlike, Nobody 'd. StUuteM.

West Side Barber Shop
and Styling Salon
Specializing
in flat-tops,
high & tights,
and all your
styling needs.

$6.00
Hair Cuts

Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
Gain International experience

Men & Women

7 Barbers
2 Stylists

Walk-Ins
Walking Distance
from JMU
Route 3 Transit Bus Stop
Located in Front of Shop

The 2002 Japan Exchange and Teaching Program

635 W Market St
Rte 33 W across from
Rockingham New Holland

442-6722

Sharon, Debbie, Crystal, Brenda,
and Nicole formerly of the Hair Corral

Requirements
' Have an excellent command of the English
'Obtain a bachelor's degree by June 30,2002
'Bea U.S. citizen
1
Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year
Applications are now available. The deadline lor applying is December 5.2001.
For more information and an application contact the Embassy of Japan. Office ol the JET Program in
Washington D.C. at 2520 Massachusetts Avenue. N.W.. Washington. DC 20028.
Call (202) 238-6772/6773 or 1-800-INFO-JET or email: eoiietSerols.com or eoijel@hotmail.com.
The application can also be found al www.embiapan.org.
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LIFESTYLES

CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — A situation you've boon putting up with at home gets WQfM
before it gets better. What if the thing you're rm>st worried about actually happens? It
might be a relief. It'll give you one less thing to worry about as you spring into teflon,
and it could lead to the discovery of a hidden treasure
Daily rating: 10 it the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22)

Aries (March 21-April 19)
flf
I'HI.IV if ,in 8 - Teamwork is still
^^M* your key to success. You have the
|-J courage and the enthusiasm Get
somebody who can solve technical puzzles and fix things. Somebody
who has deep pockets would be good to
have on board, too.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^» » Today is a 5 - You're a good nego^B^jti.itor because you're patient. You
tt W can wait to get what you want.
You can figure out what the other
guy wants, too.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 9 - Work and play
make a good mix. Go off on a
;quest. Take an advanced-level
course in something you can put
to use as you amass your next fortune.
The money s out there. Rake it in.

$fc

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - You may notice
r you have less tolerance for minor
irritants. You want things to be
the way you like. It's OK to insist
that certain standards be met.

Today is a 9 - You can make me
big bucks, and it doesn't have to
) require more work. Once you
mak>' up your mind that you're
worth it, the a*st is easy.

aja:

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
b
J Today is a 6 - Continue to
upgrade your tools and appli*. iet rid of the energy guzzlers and make your life Mlllf
I hi> is difficult, but things get easier once
you re finished.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
_
Today is an 8 - Make time to
.^w* read. You may be most interested
^^wb in technical manuals, and they
take longer. Are you installing a
computer pn>gram or fixing something
for a friend? If not. you might give something like that a try. It's a good day tor it.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
—:.
Today is a 7 ■ Abundance can be
*#^_ yours. It could come from a
arnil ,r
(2^) '
'' source, or in .1 way you
never imagined. You won't have
to str,i| to get it, and you may get to provide a service

Leo (July 23-Aug.22>
^ --* Today is a 7 - You're a pretty
j^^ar good strategist, but you can get
^^^even better Carefully draw up
the plans for your next project.
Make your mistakes on paper, then have
an expert catch them before you-start
working with metal and wood.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
- f^ Today is a 7 - Kick yourself into
•-^Hi overdrive while performing a
^^' routine you've performed .i
^^^- thousand times before. See if
you can shave a few minutes off your

previous record. Maybe you can push
yourself to a whole new level.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
^ Today is an 8 - Continue to hold
^F out for what you want. It may be
^\^ tomorrow or the next day before
*
you get it, but that's OK. You've
got vision, good facts to support you,
and friends who believe you can win.
You re set.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
..
Today is a 7 - You re not quite
iC 8h finished yet, but almost. |ust a
i^ 'c'w- more details to check off
your lists. Go over your work
again just to make sure. Big day comin'
tomorrow. Clear the deck^
—Tribune Media Services

ACROSS
1 Social climber
5 Infantryman
10 Press down
tightly
14 Pre-stereo sound
system
15 Uncanny
16 Black-and-white
cookie
17 Unequal
19 Zenith
20 Chowed down
21 Egt.-Syr. once
22 Whiz
24 Dictator
26 Accord with
27 Moonshine
maker
29 Drastic food
shortage
33 Chalet locale
36 Requirement
38 Spoke and spoke
39 Day in
Hollywood?
41 Big bird Down
Under
42 Houston player
43 True up
44 Amusement park
thrill
46 2001 PGA
Champion David
47 Attractive object?
49 Meaning
51 Wetlands
53 Parking structure
57 Unidentified
woman
60 Soak up rays
61 TV network
62 Baking box
63 Singlet
66 Bucket in a car
67 Ezra of poetry
68 Cogito sum
69 Goes wrong
70 Wear away
71 Stagger
1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
Piglet
Neat-ol
Proposal
Dribble catcher
Jiggly dessert

1
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE S PUZZLE:

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
23
25
26
28
30
31
32
33
34
35
37
40
45

Backside
Samovar
Alcove
Begin a round of
golf
Roast host
Saarinen's St.
Louis landmark
Brief note
Bard
Dad's sister
Jeweled
headdress
Tasks
Defect
Lascivious look
Division word
Standard
Seth's son
Selh's father
"Damn Yankees"
character
Pedantic one
Weekend
cowboy
Slammin' Sammy
Fencer's warning
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48 Group of actors
50 Without: Fr.
52 Man of La
Mancha
54 In flames
55 Deep ravine
56 Glorify

!fl step above student housing

L
I 0
i i N

■

N E RHN

A

M

57 Ballplayer
Canseco
58 Declare
59 Get closer to
60 Take care of
64 Pair
65 One of the girls
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pumpkins, ghosts and costumes —

Haunted
attractions
popular for
Halloween
BY BRENNA WALTON

staff writer
-gsv For some JMU students,
ff^kthe Halloween season
''■■■may brine feelings of
nostalgia for the hay rides and
tnck-or-treating of childhood.
The Shenandoah Valley and
Harrisonburg areas, however,
still have a lot to offer for those
looking for a good scare in the
spirit of the season.
Haunted" attractions in the
area range from a walk through
an ominous com field to a selfguided tour in a dark and
spooky cavern.
The closest attraction is a
haunted com field just outside
of Harrisonburg on Valley View
Road. It is open every Friday
and Saturday night from 8 to 11
p.m. and every night Oct. 26
through 30.
Corn fields are popular in the
Shenandoah Valley mis time of
year. There is also one in Mount
Jackson at Bridgemont Farms
called Maize Quest.
According to Tim Day. manager of Maize Quest, the only
thing to scare the customers is
each other, since it is not actually a haunted ma/e, but has the
tendency to seem eerie.
The maze is seven acres of
com field that takes about an
hour and I half to get through.
This year, the longest time spent
in the maze was five hours.
Granted, it was a result of customers looking for answers for a
trivia sheet but it gives one an
idea of the size and complexity
of the maze.
Maize Quest is open Fridays
and Saturdays, 10a.m. to II p.m.
and Sundays 1 to 7 p.m. through
\ov. -1 Ihe final week (Oct. 29
through Nov. 4) hours are 4 to 10
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Admission is $6 and JMU students can get a $1 discount with
their (AC cards. The last ti» ket is
sold an hour before closing.
Hav rides are also available
for groups of 10 or more.
Groups must call ahead. For
more information, call 540-477-

tiOOorgotouuiuuvnimn
There IK also a few haunted
(SVC attractions in the area. The
Haunted Cave Tours in
Struburg at Crystal Caverns
run from 7 p.m. to midnight
and
is
$10
admission.
According to its Web site,
www.wuy^uhoh'iixom, the caverns host a "candlelight tour of
the historu caveflM ernphasi/ing a tradilion.il Shenandoah
Valley storytelling with a few
surprises along the way."
The Skyline Caverns will also
be hosting a special haunted
cave tour after regular business
hours Oct. 27 through 31,
Saturday and Sunday 7 to 10
p.m. and Monday through
Wednesday 6 to 9 p.m.
Admission is $6 with some proceeds going toward donation
for Sept. II rehet efforts
Ihe cave is open raaj round
and tvpn.ilU takes an hour to go
through. It teatun-s waterfalls
and types of formations not

by staff artist Jody Worthington

I.YDIAPOWlRV..«im/iu/i.i«/«.«..x.../A,-.
Glan't Fair Price Store, Inc., I» home to many Halloween coatumea to rent and buy. Pictured here la a myriad of maaka perfect for any Halloween
coatume.

Costumes, props for Halloween found
in several Harrisonburg area stores
BY JENNIFER SIKORSKI

senior writer
^ssw Want to stand out from
if^Lihethnmgotbvllv bar
'-^■■'.ng Britney Spears
uannabes clad in tiny plaid
skirts and pig tails? Tired of
that go-to Halloween costume,
consisting of an old football
jersey and helmet? With a little
creativity and a few props, you
can concoct a first-rate original
or traditional costume.
Glen's Fair Price Store, Inc.,
located
in
Downtown
Harrisonburg, houses a wide
selection of costume paraphernalia, ranging from small trinkets to full-costume rentals. It's
easy to experience sensory

overload while perusing the
store's aisles. Bright costumes,
wigs and masks greet you at
every turn.
"We are considered the
Halloween
headquarters,
said Melinda Ban*, Cilen | BJCretary/treasurer.
According to Bare, many
|\H
students
gravitate
toward the same costumes.
"Guys want to be pimps. We
have purple hats, leopard hats,
gold teeth and rings And we
have in new this year canes,"
she said. Among the selection
of pimp accessories are gaudy
diamond dollar sign necklaces,
large ornate rings and thick
chains.

For girls, flappers, animals
and angels are popular selections. "When it comes down to
the last day, everyone wants
angels and cats," Bare said.
New to the store this
Halloween se-ison are fallen
angels, which include enormous wings made of long
feathers in white or black.
"1 was a flapper last year,"
senior Scottie Bosworth said
"I bought the costume in a bag.
It had a lot of sequins and was
multicolored. I also bought a
black boa and pearls. I spent
about $30 on the costume "
Another common theme is
Hawaiian. "Hawaiian is really
big. We have everything from

35 cent leis to coconut bras to
shell bras to parrots," Bare
said.
For those in a ereati\e
mood, browsing through
Glen's is sure to spark ideas.
Ihe store contains affordable
kits and accessories OIK- can
buy for every costume imaginable, including pirates, cavemen, clowns, hippies, bees,
butterflies, witches and French
maids. Many items are priced
under $10, making them
affordable on a college budget
Others who arc not in the
mood to compile their own
ooatums can rent full costumes
fmm the store. "We rent over
1,000 costumes," Bare said.

\\v actually rent more than
Wt sell. Prices start around $15
and average about $25 for a 24hour period." Costumes fat all
shapi-s and rim are available
at the Kick of the store, ranging from Marilyn Monroe to
nuns. It is not too late lo
reserve a costume for
Halloween, but Hare suggests
acting soon.
Other area -.tores offer
Halloween costuming ideas A
trip to the Valley Mall can get
the i native juices flowing.
Spencer's, Wal-Mart and
Claires BotltfclUI otter 001"
tume kits and individual
accessories.

tee HALLOWEEN, fmgc 12

tee HAUNTED, i*gfi\2

Pumpkin patches, carving a Halloween pastime
Bv LISA MARIETTA
contributing writer
ff^ Today the jack o' lantern
fl^kis perhaps the most ret
v*»»Wogni/ed Icon associated
with Halloween. Selecting the
perfect pumpkin can he an art
Some like a round and plump
pumpkin, while others prefer a
more tall and slender ration
Whichever is favored, pumpkins can be as divers*' sj ptODM
\ lalloween is just around the
corner, so if one plans to warm
up a doorstep with the tnendK
glow of a jack o' lantern or make
asocial trip to a pumpkin patch,
it i~ w ise to get some ghoulish
advice.
[hare are several places to
search tor a fabulous pumpkin
To simplify tin- experience by

spending more time carving
rather than picking a pumpkin.
Food Lion or Wal-Mart is the
best deal.
Sophomore Sam Frdman
said, "It's all about Wal-Mart
for pumpkins. The prices are
detent and the selection isn't too
bad."
For those who thrive on
this festive holiday, the timehonored tradition of the
pumpkin patch is a more suitable option.
Sophomore Becca Green said,
List year I went to a pumpkin
patch off of 1-81 south. Making
the trip with friends was a blast
because there was a hay ride,
and it was an adventure to find
thai special pumpkin among the
bunch. There was also a quaint

little farmer's market that added
to the experience."
After picking the prized
pumpkin, mere is the anticipated
moment of bringing its face to life.
Adam Breeden, a sophomore at Blue Ridge Community
College and administrative
assistant to JMU's Identity
Leadership Team, has carved
JMU-themed jack o' lanterns for
the past two years "I've been
doing this since I was a teenager," Breeden said. "Anybody
can carve a pumpkin. It takes a
lot of patience and a good
design. The more you work on
it, the better your design will be.
My ad via* would be to choose
your design first, then find the
pumpkin to fit it."
Last year Breeden carved the

asMHMMMI

image of James Madison. A picture of the jack o' lantern from
was published in the October
2000 issue of fMUniivrse. a faculty/staff newsletter Ihis war
he carved Wilson Hall's cupola
as well as another head of James
Madison.
When in the process of developing a face for a pumpkin, it is
best to make a sketch on the surface, prior to digging in. If a
knife or razor is too dangennis
for carving, Breeden suggests
using a carving kit. Ihev can be
found at Wal-Mart for $3.99.
"Sometimes carving a face
on a pumpkin can be a bit mundane, so why not try just scooping out the insides and using the
see ACTIVITIES, page 12

*.--.-

BECKY (iABMI.ls\uifl i>h.f>i(Mphff

Adam Breeden, a student at Blue Ridge Community College and
employee for JMU's Identity Leadership Team, carved the head of
James Madison and Wilson Halls cupola.
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Halloween costumes
an easy find in local
Harrisonburg stores
HALLOWl i \
Pop ailtnrf b always a source
for ideas. On Halloween, you
can pretend to be a rock *-t.ir »>r
movie icon t«>r .i day.
I was a reall) big Voda last
year, seniof I nk.' Mcginh
said. "I got .i cape and maw
from the Halloween More in
the mall. All my frkndi did
something from "Star Wars."
\\v had .i Storm Troopet an
I H>H ine a Han Sola a ninceas
Lola - there wan ,ii ieaat .1
dozen of us."
Sophomore
Paul
Kukonhmd said, "I'm going to
try to iv one of the guya from
Run I >MC with a couple of my
roommate* I'm £om£ to look
lor sonic old Adidas t lothing at
thrift stores. We're trying to get
an old-tchool biHim box, loo."
Halloween provides the

opportunity to let your hair
down and K".ill out Whether
you rent a COBtume or build a

46-

I'm going to toy to be
one of the guys from
Run-DMC with a couple
of my roommates.
— Paul Rukr nbrod
npbomoR

■9?
unique one, make it your
own. A little creativity goes a
long way, and you are sure to
be the center of attention
come CVt 11

Focus

Activities with pumpkins popular
among students during the fall season
U rtVmBS.fnjmfmgell
pumpkin as a flower planter,"
1 ndman said.
Por an additional few dollars, one can purchase a pot of
mums |o plant in the pumpkin
and keep a harvest of COsOffl
Before removing the EUtS of .i
pumpkin, first deddfl whether
to cut the top or bottom lor
emptying (>n Martha Stewart's
I UUloween special that aired on
the Pood Network Oct. 6,
Stewart
suggested
either

removing the bottom, so the
candle safely will rest on a flat
surface, or making a "V" indention on the top lid so one will
know where to replace the lid
properly.
She also suggested optional
design ideas Lse a one eighth
drill to puncture circular holes
in the surface of the pumpkin,
then push white Christmas
lights through the holes. Or use
a melon bailer tool and scrape
out a few layers of the pumpkin

so when lit, one will £»'t an
unusual effect of a dulled
glow."
If in the HaUOWCttl spirit.
splurge a little and buy a pump
kin. Theoneof a kind dwactei
will keep your doorstep inviting. For those oiuainpus. 11 isn't
against housing regulation! k)
use a battcrv poweied pump
kin light in place of B candle
If wondering what to do
with those numerous amounts
of sticky seeds after the pump-

kin carving, put them on a pan
with a little vegetable oil, and
bake them in the oven until
browned.

FOeiSIIEAS?
CALL 11-3846

Haunted caverns, corn mazes open for fall season
HAUNTED, from pagt 11
(bund anywhere eke* according to Manager Dana Thomas
I low ever, for the haunted lour,
employees will set up stations
featuring scenes involving electric chairs and gruesome dinner scenes for customers to go

on a self-guided tour through
an already spooky cave. For
more information and directions, call StX) 2%-i545.
UKHC also will be featuring
fun alternatives like a Dive-in
Movie showing of "What I lea
Beneath' while students float

on inner tubes in the pool. This
event will be followed bv the
Madison
Monster
Mash.
Madison Monster Mash is a
dance sponsored by URK'and
the Office of Residence Ufa
and is open to all students.
There will be tons ol dancing,

prizes and contests, and students are expected to come
dressed in their Halloween
costume. Both events will be
held at UREC Oct. 26 The
movie begins at 7 p.m. and will
be followed by the dance at

9:30 p.m.

Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing

I "a unique and exciting store"

A TOUCH
OF THE

EARTH

775 Cantrell Ave.

* Too chilly to play outside?

*

Why not stay in and put together one of
our NEW GRATEFUL DEAD or
FANTASY PUZZLES?
»

163 South Main Street

432-1X94 for hours and information

Tapestries

•

Drums

£*r*eek Spotlight
Assistant Greek Coordinator Hiring:
Applications Available: October 15th in the SOS office and on
the Fraternity/Sorority Life Web Page.
Application Deadline: October 26th at Noon in the SOS office
Contact for more info: Mike Citro citromj@jmu.edu
540.438.5800
Turkey Trot
Who: Tri-Sigma and Alpha Kappa Lambda
What: 8th Annual 5k Walk/ Run
Where: Through the JMU Campus
When: Sunday, November 18th, 2001
Why: All proceeds go to the Systic Fibrosis Foundation
Contact: Jimmy Batka
540.612.5706

432-9996
If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:
Minor Injuries and Illnesses
Sports Injuries • Sprains • Mono
Strep Throat • Lacerations
In-house STD Testing

EMERGICARE
FLU
SHOT
$19.50

Where Patients are Sending Their Friends
All Major bank cards accepted
and we will file your insurance

claim for you!
No Appointment Necessary • OPEN 7 Days a Week

College Park
Ashby Crossing
Now Leasing
\udes

¥

«\<*

•Fully furnished
•Individual lease
•Washer/Dryer

FIJI Fundraiser
On Friday, September 14th, Phi Gamma Delta (FIJI), organized a
fund-raiser for the victims of the September 11th terrorists
attacks. The event took place on the Commons and all proceeds
were donated to the American Red Cross Disaster Relief Fund.
To capture the attention fo students passing by, FIJI constructed
three miniature golf holes with chance to win BW3 and
OUTBACK gift certificates. The fund-raiser exceeded $550.00.

•Microwave
•Dishwasher
•Local Phone Service
•High speed unlimited
ethemet access
•Cable plus HBO

Thank You
The brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon (TKE) wish to extend their
sincere gratitude to each of the Fraternities and Sororities, as
well as the staff of the Office of Fraternity/Sorority Life and the
Interfraternity Council for all of your support during our recent
recognition process. We are proud to be a member of such an
outstanding group of men and women.

•Water, sewer and trash
removal
•Clubhouse w/ exercise
room, pool table & foosball

KDR Car Bash
Stressed out? KDR Car Bash will be going on in the Commons
on Wednesday, October 31st from 12-5pm. Come support the
football team for Homecoming and help us smash a car painted
in Delaware's colors. Proceeds from this event benefit the
National Philanthropy KDR Kids. Flex will be accepted if you
are not carrying cash so feel free to stop by.

• Pool & hot tub
•Tennis, volleyball &
basketball courts
•State of the art computer lab
•Enthusiastic, caring staff

IFC Welcomes TKE
On behalf of the entire Greek System, Interfraternity Council
would like to congratulate TKE and welcome them back.

•On site, full service
maintenance w/ 24 hour

Congratulations ZTA
Congratulations to Zeta Tau Alpha (ZTA) for their efforts to
raise money and awareness for Breast Cancer durning Breast
Cancer Awareness Week, October 7th-17th
IFC Elections
Nominations for Interfraternity Council executive Board
positions will be held October 31st and November 7th. IFC
elections will take place November 14th in ISAT 236 at 6:30pm.
Nominated persons must be in attendance.

Mon.- Fri. 9 am-7 pm
Sat. 10am-4pm
Sun. lpm-5pm

(next to Hardees)

emergency service

College Park-Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
432-1001

t^T
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■ Oh, the horror of it

STlA.'

Horror literature packs less
fright than anticipated for many
avid readers.
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"It will be a wonderful lime (o get
dressed up, near fun music and
support a phenomenal cause."
JUDY BRUEN

senior

Pace 14

Set story below

Relationship ruin
BY MANDY GALLAGHER

)AVE VAMISklBphvtov'tiplur

Three's
Company
BY CARRIE DODSON

senior writer
Sometimes in this world,
certain people can't seem to
find a place within the confines of a disapproving society.
Instead, they make up their
own rules. Such is the case
with the three main characters
in Noel Coward's play,
"Design for Living."

-66
The play has a certain
sleekness that holds up
well to modem
interpretation.
— Joanna Sheehan
senior, director

-*5
Coward creates a delightfully confusing menage a trois
between Otto, Gilda and Leo.
Leo loves Gilda, Otto loves
Gilda and Gilda loves them
both. Hveryone loves everyone

and the whole situation is a big
mess. First Gilda is living with
Otto and has an affair with Leo,
and then she reverses the
process and lives with Leo
while having an affair with
Otto. Then Leo and Otto run off
to travel the world. Finally, the
three reach the conclusion that
they can never make society
happy, so they may as well be
happy themselves.
Written in 1930, "Design for
Living" deals with issues that
are still controversial in today's
society regarding marriage and
homosexuality. Coward also
raises issues of social acceptability and approval versus personal happiness in the relationships
between his characters.
Director Joanna Sheehan, a
senior, chose the play because it
represents a style not often performed in the experimental theater and for Coward's unique
style. 'The play has a certain
sleekness that holds up well to
modern interpretations. Despite
its age, it deals with modem
issues that are applicable to a
college audience," Sheehan said.
Comprising the cast is a

DAVE V,XMIstaff photographer

A love triangle Involves Gilda, played by senior Katie Lawson.
and Leo, played by senior Mike Sett! (top). Busy housekeeper
Miss Hodge, played by junior Krlssy Callahan, contributes act*
ing talent to the "Design for Living" cast (bottom).

group of performers who are
both physically and emotionally
well suited for their respective
roles. Senior Katie Uiwson plays

Hilda, (he object of desire who is
so disgustingly enthralling that
the .uidience cannot look away.
see DEUGHT, page U

Halloween harmonies raise funds
Seven costumed a cappella groups to perform for AIDS charity
BY JESSY HANEBURY

contributing writer
Grafton-Stovall Theatre will
be the site of a spook-tacular
event Monday, Oct. 29 when it
hosts a Halloween a cappella
concert to benefit Students for
Camp Heartland,
Students
for
Camp
Heartland is a group that raises
money for children to attend
Camp Heartland, a camp for
children affected by HIV and
AIDS. The week-long camp
runs year round and is open to
children ages 7 to 16 and provides opportunities for them to
participate in activities they
may not be able to do usually
because of their disease.
Camp Heartland was founded in 1993 and ]MU's fund-raising chapter was founded later
I KIN HI N'KY/iAffMl that same year. Since 1993,

JMU's chapter has raised about
$40,000 for the cause through
events like athlete auctions and
a cappella concerts.
"A lot of these kids haven't
told anyone about their illness
yet, so the camp is a place where
kids can go to be with other people who understand what they
are going through," said junior
Hillary Meserve, Students for
Camp Heartland secretary.
The a cappella groups performing in the concert are Exit
245, Into Hymn, Madison
Project, the Blues Tones, Noteoriety. Overtones and Low-key.
Each group will perform about
two songs, providing an a cappella sampler. All seven groups
will perform in costume, and
audience members are encouraged to don Halloween cosm HALLOWEEN, pap U

Variety in bridal gowns, patriotic wear suits all
Saturday,
golden
light
sparkled onto the floating
gowns while Sunday, warm
light bathed the red, white and
blue crowd.
Two fall-break fashion
events taught me about love
in fashion: shopping for my
friend's wedding dress and
the "United We Stand" concert at RFK Stadium
in
Washington, D.C.
The Bridal Salon
Long, long ago (my freshman year), I introduced two
friends and now they are getting
married in eight months. (Hold
on, I need to go throw up.)
As the best man, 1 Mtumtd
my post would require me to

liquor up the groom and take
him to see some West Virginian
strippers. While that still may be
on my to-do list, my immediate
task was to accompany the
bride and her mom to a bridal
salon as she looked for a dress.
Their 10 a.m. appointment
began with a greeting, looking
at a series of pictures and asking
the bride about the wedding
plans. From there, the wonderfully helpful bridal consultant
Eulled dresses that would fit the
ride's desires and work with
the logistics of the wedding.
OK, that is all I can talk about in
terms of specifics, as not to let
the groom know too much if he
happens to read this.

1 will say that there is something about brides-to-be trying
on gowns, coming out of their
dressing rooms and literally

by senior writer
James David
floating toward the mirror to
swirl around to the oohs and
ahs of all the other waiting

mothers and friends.
Additionally, there is nothing like seeing your friend com
ing out of the dressing room
with the dress looking so beautiful with me loudly humming
the bride march.
Diversity in bridal wear is
incredible. There are gowns to
suit every person in the world. I
must have looked at 100 dresses
and all were unique. From lacy
to sleek, from white to every
color of the rainbow, from
streamline to swimming in tulle
(pronounced tool), from heavyweight satin to airy organza —
ladies, I want to assure you that
you will have no problem findsee LOVE, page 14

contributing writer
How to: Wreck And Ruin
Relationships (WAR)
There are so few things
that can kill a relationship on
contact. There's the universal
Sex Appeal Killers (SAK): "I
hate how he chews his food,"
and "She walks funny," and
the Automatic Coolness
Killers (ACK): "He snorts
when he laughs," and "She
wears white socks with black
pants." SAKs and ACKs are
quite easy to overlook if one
truly cares; if not, pick out
her socks for her.
But to wreck a relationship with one blow one DBUfl
rip it out at its roots with an
act of Kill All Trust (KAT).
How does one accomplish
KAT? Well that's easy —
cheat. But most importantly,
get caught.
Now, obviously I've been
joking around, but this isn't a
laughing matter. There's
nothing quite like the knife of
betrayed trust stabbing you
in the back. Not only does
that knife seem to hit both
your heart and your stomach
at the same time, but all kinds
of thoughts swim around
inside your head — not least
of which is revenge. And
with that, KAT officially has
been accomplished
"Should I have kept him
on a leash?" "How was I so
wrong about her?" Not only
is your trust dead, but you
call your own judgment into
account. "Can 1 trust myself
to pick out a good person —
let alone someone with
matching socks? Worst of all,
mom and friends were right
about this one. Rrrrrrrr..."
As far as society is concerned, infidelity of any form
is unacceptable, yet it continues. In 1961, an estimated 50
percent to 60 percent of married men and 45 percent to 55
percent of married women
became involved in an extramarital sexual relationship,
according to the 1984 Journal
of Sex and Marital Therapy.

G.L. Hansen, a contributor
to the 1987 journal of Sex
Research stated that 70.9 percent of men and 57.4 percent
of women participated is
some type of infidelity while
in a "committed relationship.''
Interestingly enough, the
thesis "Dating Relationships
and Infidelity" presented by
Viveca J. Sneppard to the
Undergraduate College of
Education and Psychology at
JMU in 1993 states "as
women's
religiosity increased, their dating infidelity
decreased," but "the best
predicator of infidelity for
females was a liberal sexual
attitude." Men were found, by
Sheppard, to have a higher
rate of infidelity in dating relationships and were "also more
likely to seek sexual relations
with a number of partners,
primarily for variety."
Sadly enough, Sheppard
also states that the authors
incorporated in her thesis
found that males said they
would "rethink the idea of
marrying
because
the
prospect of being faithful
was depressing."
So whatever happened to
that Hindu philosophy? You
know, the Mani Nag that
states that semen is limited
and every drop is made at
the price of 40 drops of blood
("Cheating Time; Science,
Sex and Aging," by Roger
Gosden, 1996).
I think that mindset needs
to be brought back. If there
weren't so many men wanting
to give it away, and there were
fewer women wanting to take
it, the concept of keeping a
significant other on a leash
(for the purpose of knowing
their whereabouts) would be
much less prevalent

Now, let's get down and
dirty with this fact of life —
cheating. How does it affect
us, exactly? I'm not talking
about what the experts say or
percentages or books — what
does it mean to us in our
everyday lives? Victoria*, a
JMU sophomore, said that
because she's been cheated
on, she no longer takes men
seriously. Leon*, a JMU junior, snd he needs to know a
partner well before he trusts
her and achieving this trust
takes a long time.
Obviously some form of
innocence is lost when cheated upon, with aftershocks
that span our entire lives.
But is this necessarily a bad
thing? When someone else
has to work hard to earn
trust, instead of getting it so
easily, isn't that safer?
Doesn't that mean we'll be
hurt less? So that's an up
side to KAT — in losing all
faith in the opposite sex, one
will be hurt less. Wow. That
sounds jaded.
How does cheating happen, anyway? Well, here are
some scenarios: sometimes
there's the "random drunk
thing." The significant other
is chilling at a party doing his
or her thing, presumably
without the "other half."
After a couple of drinks, a fellow party-goer looks hot, and
the hook up ensues — end of
story. Of course that doesn't
hurt the "other half" any less
than if they actually did the
deed on the dance floor.
Then there's the "just a
friend" scenario. Two people
have known each other for
ages, maybe even before the
"other half" era (but you can
be certain that the "other
half" has her eye on the "just
a friend." (See "My Best
Friend's Wedding"). And
eventually if the one in a
relationship and his or her
"just a friend" get it on —
end of story.
Well, maybe not so much
"end of story" as "mental
■ngullh steps in," assuming
there's a conscience involved. The cheater ponders:
"Should I tell her? Shouldn't
1 tell him?" Because once the
other one knows, they're
going to think: "Ew ... I
wasted my time with that?"
Consequently, the cheated
upon and the cheater may
have self-esteem problems.
There is counseling for that
at
Web
sites
like
www.helplink.nel/.
In the end, what does
cheating accomplish? If it's a
married situation, why not
get a divorce? If it's a dedicated relationship, why not
break up since it's obvious he
or she is not that dedicated?
Of course, it's not that easy. I
guess it all comes down to
love (doesn't it always?). No
one wants to be alone or told
that his or her year-and-ahalf relationship was a waste.
Then again, everyone makes
mistakes and should (under
close consideration) be given
a second chance.
It would be helpful for
cheaters to have some kind of
emblem branded on their
forehead, or maybe even a
diploma advertising their
degree in KAT
Some might think this is a
little harsh, but I certainly
don't. Many people who
have been cheated on understand that extreme measures
and precautions are a byproduct of previous infidelity. So branding is a stellar
idea. After all, if they do it
once, what makes you think
they won't do it to you?
'indicates
changed.

names

have

been
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Disturbing powers, guaranteed

UsT

^ c5©t!
compiled hy Enn ltefw>

The ^rrfu) cjo^er
Carol Bowie: Friday 9 p.m.
Open nk £> poetry reading! Tuesday 8 p.m.

The Biltmore
DJ Mysom Thursday. Karaoke, Friday
Free Wing] and Footballi Monday
All You Can Eat Thumbs and Toesi Tuesday
Halloween Party. Costume Contest, free blue ox

CALHOUN's
Slink,-: Thursday 8 p.m.. Calhoun s Jam Friday 7p.m.
S. Hawkins Band: Wednesday S p.m.

FINNIGAN'S COVE
Jon Fritu Thursday. Daily Planet, Friday
Gypsy Saturday, jimmy Oi Tuesday

Dave's Taverna
Acoustic Niihti Tuesday 8 p.m.
Live JlM Wednesday 8 p.m.

The Little Grill
Made From Scratch: Thursday 9 p.m. 13
Iya Itesi Friday 9:30 p.m. 14
Bob Driver Acoustic Bluest Saturday 8 p.m. 13

BUFFALO

WILD

W.NQ^

Survivor Night G Karaoke: Thursday
Monday Night Football, f .30 wings: Tuesday
Todd Schlabach, Wednesday

ihj]ji3i?33] ihji a a/]JJ
Blue Oyster Cult w/guest Rita May Brown: Saturday
Pat McCee Band w/guest Jeff Cranti Sunday
33 West w/guest Rude Buddha: Tuesday
4th Annual Halloween Party: Wednesday
RYANPllDLUSKI/joowunur

Love in fashion
LO\ I from past n
ing the right dress for your
big day.
My advice: bring your mom
and a Inend so you can get a
well-rounded
opinion. An
added benefit to this is that you
will have two people Idling you
how beautiful you are with
every new dress you try on.
"United We Stand"
Michael lackson decided lo
Mawmble ■ crowd of talented
arrltfa in Washington, DCs
RFK Stadium to raise money
for those directly alfecled by
the events of Sept. 11. My
younger brother scored tickets, and I spent 12 hour-- of
Sunday celebrating life and
remembering the lives lost
last month
YOU CHI imagine the patriotic fashions on parade at the
show. Every article ol clothing
oozed U.S.A. The crowd was .i
sea of red. white and blue. I
even saw secjuined vests, hats,
shirts, pants — everything
sparkling red, white and blue.
All the musicians wore something patriotic, except for
British Rod Stewart who came
out in a pink suit Iven the

King of Pop donned a blinding
shirt embellished with bright
patrioli, symbols.
Clothing
manufacturers
have been criticized for exploiting this need to wear red, white
and blue, but where do these
critics expect us to get our trend
fix? Most of us can't make our
own clothe-.
Also, some sav wearing
patriotic clothes or using our
nation's colors in design is
tacky. I would have to disagree. Patriotism is all about
being proud, so I say wear
thOM colon and those flags.
Of course every rule lus its
exceptions. I don't think
extremely sexually evocative
i lothing thouM nave the flag
on it Plus, il you have ,i flag
on a garment, make gun the
blue- skies and stars are
always on the upper-left
Bide; -i■ i>- other way is a si>;n
ot distress, gnd in this case
fashion distress.
My advice for the week:
don't let this trend fall to the
wayside .is turn- IMSS,-S I here
.ire no three colors that go
together better than red. white
and blue

'Guaranteed bo chill you,"
rwdl
OM
critic's
blurb.
"Shivering, ihudctay* macabre
«'\ il," reads anothei I ark and
haunting — ■hear terror;"
"Spine-tingling notion at its
!>«-st," "bone .hilling,' "teeth
rattling [error1* The hyphenated adjectives roll on and on in a
storm of description that never
seems to answer my question
so what?
If you're on the lookout for
lhaaa Lypea of descriptions, look
no further than the nearest pile
ol Stephen King, Dean Koontz
Of Cttve Barker paperbacks. It's
what the mass market kingdom proclaims to be "horror"
I Ins is the horror filled with
vampires, zombies, ghosts.
•ttena and the occasional murderer fresh from the Norman
Bates College of Psychology
While I always am entertained by this kind of writing —
the tang-toothed monstrosities
and the body counts that force
me to get out a pad of paper
and practice my complex math
skills
i never patty tind it
thai "horrific."
t rrt.unlv. the horror books
I'm reading are hardly worthy
of such adjectn M .is "intf-tine
curdling" or "brain-numbing/'
The blatant, descriptive horror
of King, Koontz, Anne Rice and
Co, is nothing more than cnttt
tainmenl to me I hough sometimes extremely visual, I find
modern horror hooks easy to
put down, turn off the light and
fall asleep to Though I can't
speak for others, 1 do find it a little silly that mass market horror
could scare someone so much
their bones would rattle, or their

cally for the role, fell the character's personality was close to her
own. 'To portray GUda well, I
had to be honest enough to put
myself onstage.'' Lawaon said
Her close involvement with the
part results in a performance that
forces the audience to svmp.i
thize with her character, iliatilli
her underlying malevolence
Senior Mike Selti plays the
confident and passionate playwitc l.eo with the intent of
showing "a high level of nonsexual love and appreciation for
Otto," Sett. arid. I eo dhangai
dramatically trom his worry
■nd ignorance of the underlying
problems bclw.vn the .ltt.urs In
V is I and II to his contented
■OOjptanCeof the relationship in

Ad ill DeapMaSeWsdaim that
the role was "challenging
because I had no similar [H-rsonal experience on w hie h to baae
my performance," he pl.ivs thr
role with a bravado and inarm
that enlivens the dialitgue and

the character! around him.
Rounding out the trio is tin
.utist. Otto, played by Ireshman
|ohn Suits »h,., reatrained
anger and eventual sublime
acceptance bridges the gap

All Things
Literary

by senior writer
Zak S;ilih
Dead" (the old version) and certain portions of "Bram Stoker's
Dracula" are enough to bring
out the 3-year-old in me (sans
pants-wotting, I promise).
The vivid makeup and cinematic tension erf (good) horror
movies affect me where vivid
descriptions affect some readers.
When asked if he scared himself
while writing, King responded
that it's almost impossible, akin
to trying to tickle himself. The
response just isn't there. As
someone who reads and writes
in lunatic amounts, I see most
horror novels as entertaining
rather than disturbing. "Die closest I've come to being scared by
mainstream horror is Stephen
King's "It" but then again, childaatfnsj killer clowns arc always
the exception to the rule.
I his is not to say that I never
get scared when I read books.
Though popular horror is as

Ue hints at unseen tenor that 1
find most disturbing
Think arabesque as opposed
to just plain grotesque. One of
the most disturbing fragments
of literature I have read is the
beginning to the titular poem
by Emily Dickinson:
'Because I could not slop
for Death, He kindly
stopped for me."
Yeah, yeah, I know exactly
what you're thinking; pathatk
Perhaps it is, but tnen again,
isn'l horror, like beauty, in the
eye of the beholder? For me, this
passage conjures up a Victorian
carriage ride by gaslight.
Suddenly, the carriage stops, the
horses whine, the air becomes
sharp and cold like an icicle
The carriage doors open and
there is De.it h personified.
Perhaps he is the scythe-wielding Grim Reaper or perhaps he
is just
another sexuallyrepressed Victorian gentleman

between Calda and Otto Suits
said he wanted to portray Otto's
weaknesses when compared to
Leo. "Otto is not invincible from
his emotions." Suits said. His
interpretation and portrayal of
the character could have been
stronger at times but he still
excellently completes the range
of personalities that compiles
the sordid triangle.
As lor the rest of the cast, the
character who shines above the
rest is Miss Hodge, a housekeqvr who hulfs and puffs
about the stage, ogling Leo and
DAVt KIMIteniorphwtipho
desperately trying to answer
Senior Katie Lawson glances away from freshman Clark
the door .ind phone without
Nesselrodt in the production of 'Design for Living,' playing at
incident |uniorKrissyCallahan
Theatre II through Oct. 27.
pl.ivs III.- spirited housekeeper
ideally, adding subtle gestures deco set that is the physical and the resolution is worth
and improvising small bits of embodiment of the high society
staying around for.
dialogue with herself
frivolity that surrounds the
In the play, one praising critAnother secondary ch.11,1, trr
characters. The characters seem
ic writes of Leo's most recent
worth mentioning is Ernest,
at home in the stylized set. and
play a comment which isapplicplayed by freshman Clark
il expands into the audience able to this rendition of "Design
Mtaatlrodt Often frustrated and
dunng the third act with chanfor Living," "It is frequently
,ilv\,ivs concerned with proprideliers hanging overhead.
witty, nay, even brilliant!"
ety, he is an art dealer who aha I is
The two-and-a-half-hour
"Design for Living" plays at
in love with Gilda. Nesselrodt's play is long, but in Act III the
the
Theatre
II
through
witty and snooty portrayal of
characters come lo life as II
Saturday, Oct. 27. Shows sl.irl
I meal adds a few laughs that
they had a private party dur
at 8 p.m. each night and there
help the audience through some
ing intermission. In the concluwill be a midnight perforof the frequent arguments.
sion, things become clear, not
mance on Friday, Oct. 26
All of this wonderful action only to the audience, but also
Tickets cost $4 and may be purtakes place before a fantastic art
to the characters themselves chased at the door.

Halloween a capella helps benefit kids

Coupon

MEDIUM 1 TOPPING
SINGLE BREADSTICKS
2 LITER PEPSI

$8.99

I'M |AMES
^T MADISON
N i vi in ri

in top hat and cloak.
Though the horror genre
always will have a place in its
rotting, maggot filled heart for
the likes of King and kin, true
horror should be recognized as
a subtle concept. Only by hinting and giving us small pockets
of detail does the imagination
truly begin to wander off into
places it really shouldn't be
going by itself. Edgar Allen Poe
is one of the real "Masters of
Suspense" because he is wonderful at depicting that most
terrifying monster of all, the
human being.
We all have our Halloween
rituals. Some carve pumpkins
and sit in the dark listening to
scary music; others go to
autumn festivals or pumpkin
patches; some chaperone little
cousins or siblings as they make
the trick-or-trcating rounds
(while a few of us still make
those rounds ourselves).
And then there are some, like
yours truly, who read a book or
a short story to celebrate the
only rime of year when discussions of blood, guts, murder,
goblins and politicians are not
taboo. But not getting scared is
taking the easy way out; it's
cheating on the essence of
1 blloween, which is to celebrate
and explore the disturbed little
demon inside us all.
So eat candy, read scary
literature and have a wonderful Halloween! And who
knows? Next time you're
walking through downtown
Harrisonburg, Death might
kindly stop for you.
Yeah, yeah, put away the rotten fruit, I'm leaving already

scary to me as a hot fudge
brownie sundae, I think a lot of
times I get scared from the
nuances in prose and literature,
not passages bit M led with
wordy descriptions It is the sub-

Delight in 'Design for living'

DBUOBT, from ptge 13
Lawaon, who audlUonad ■Mdft-

1111 fl.II, I . r_BALLOWKBN,
trom page .1
/1
tumes as well A reduced ticket price
is available to those in costume
"It will be a wonderful hme
lo get dressed up, hear fun
music and support a phenomenal cause," said senior Judy
Bruen, a member ol students for
Camp I leartland.
Senior fason Robey, I vit 24s
member. Mid, "I think just tin-

433-4800

blood
run cold or their
intestines curdle like milk.
For me, I literally have to see
the horror to be scared of it
"The
Texas
Chains.m
Massacre," "Night of the Living

373 N. Mason St.
Open untill 12 a.m. Weekdays, 1 a.m. Weekends

fact that diffen'nt gniups join
together and get into the spirit of
I lalloween and raising money
lor a gixxd cause will make this
r\iiit noteworthy. We're very
pumped up and ready to sing.
I lopefully wc cm bnng in a big
crowd and raise a lot of money
(orCamp Heartland."
The concert, now in its third
war, is the biggest fund raising

56 E.Wolfe Street
Harrisonburg, VA
22802
(Next to Kline's
Dairy Bar)
540-433-3917

event for Students (or Camp
Heartland. In the past, this
event was tremendously successful for the organization,
raising between S400 and $500,
about half the cost of camp for
one child
Junior Laura Chaffe plans to
attend the concert. "I get so
excited when so many people
get together to do something .is

wonderful as this. I will definitely be there, in full costume
to listen to the groups and to
donate to the club."
Tickets are $2 for those in
costume, $3 without. They can
be purchased at the door. The
concert will start at 7:30 p.m.
For more information about
Camp Heartland, visit the Web
s
'te at wwwrnmphearlland.org.

^TCX-O*:^

Open Year Round
Hrs. Vary With
Season.
Hrs: Mon-Sat.
11-8
Dnwnlnwn: 4s^sV^917 Sun. 12-6

FREE MEDIUM DRINK
AND EXTRA PICKLE W/ANY
SANDWICH OR MEAL
Expiree 11/8/01

$1.00 OFF
ANY SANDWICH OR
MEAL PURCHASE
Cupon

Expires 11/B/01

JOB AmOUHC«MgWTKt

Community Service-Learning
Service Coordinator

Coordmates the serv.ce-learr.ino needs of students, faculty, and community agenc.es through classroom visits mrrmSw
agency contacts, student placements and reflection sessions.
mmmumt
Positions Available: Youth and Adult Services and Wellness and Environment
Applications are available on October 22 in Wilson 204. Applications due by November 2.
Foi more information about the positions, visit ~.y■•-/■■.irnu.edu/csl or call us at x6366.
»
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"... after the first three-fourths
of the meet, we were beating
FSU. They got pretty scared. "

■ NBA tip-off
Dan Bowman makes his
picks and predictions for
the NBA season.

JEFF HICKS
sophomore swimmer

Pif* 16

M«

story below

SWIMMING AND DIVING

Dukes top Tribe, fall to Seminoles
JMU dropped by tough ACC squad, travels to George Mason this weekend
By

DRRW WILSON

goal was to give FSU a run and
we did."
The men's and women's
On the women's end, the
ffvimming md diving teams
defending CAA champion
opened the season with a split
IXikes edged conference rival
in its double-dual meet in
W&M 135-108, but lost to the
Savage IMatatorium (Vt 20.
Samfnoaatt 144-102.
Both tl*e men's and women's
I thought we got off to a
taunt defeated the College of gre.it start We stepped up to the
William & Mary but lost to competition and have a lot to be
I lorida State University.
excited
about this year,"
On the men's side, the women's
coach
Gwynn
Dukes defeated W&M, 149,5I larrison said
M
78.5 but fell to FSU. 143-98.
I larrison aald, FSU, b\
Sophomores Geoff Meyer and
nature of being in the Atlantn
Jeff Hicks helped the three
Coast Conference, in an out
time
defending
Colonial
standing team — the best w<
Athletic Association champion
will face all season. W&M
Dukes with their efforts
was second to us last year at
Meyer took first in the 1000the CAA championships and
yard freestyle (9:46 90) and the
has some of the best swim500-yard freestyle (4:44.19).
mers in the conference. There
Hicks finished first in both the
is no doubt this was one of
200-yard backstroke (1:5166)
the toughest meets we will
and the 400-yard individual
face all year."
mod ley (4:11.86).
Senior
captain
AC
"I was really surprised."
Cruickshanks won the 400
Hicks said. "I was ready k> yard individual medley. Her
iwlm last, but I couldn't
finishes in the 200-yard butterbelieve how fast I swam It
fly and the 500-yard rrecetyM
WU a big meet and we had to also helped the Dukes gain
swim our bests, and I think I
first place points.
did that."
Senior Tiffany Kirkham,
Junior Jeremy Bergman won junior Amanda Coyle and
the 200-yard freestyle in a time
freshman Christine Filak all
of 1:43.88. Freshman diver
placed first as well. Kirkham,
Robert Jordan also gave |MU a
who took first with a score of
boost by scoring first-place 206.15 on the 1-meter diving
points against the Tribe with his
board, also placed second on
score of ia5.95.
the 3-meter board. Coyle won
Men's coach Matt Barany
the 1000-yard freestyle with a
said, "The meet went well.
time of 10:47.51, while Filak
V\e luive reason to be happy,
won the 50-yard freestyle in a
but not satisfied. We have a
time of 24 HS
lot of work ahead of us if we
Filak also teamed with
want to win another confer- sophomores Liz Flannery and
ence championship."
Mary Webber and freshman
links Hid "ISU didn't
I auiffl Scott on the 400-yard
expel I our moot to be close, hul
freestyle relay team that
we iwam really well and alter defeated W&M and took secthe first three-fourths of the ond overall (3:37 82)
meet we were boating FSU.
Cruickshanks
said,
They got pretty scared. Our
"I-ooking at our times from the
guys swam realty good,and our
meet, it shows that we are a

assistant spurts editor

DAVE KlMlttufiphthiKrapher
Junior Rebecca Guy competes In the breaststroke on Saturday against William & Mary and Florida State University.
VSjy solid team with a lot of
depth. I lowever, I think the best
indication of the strength of our
team was the way in which we
swim with a lot of heart and
won close races. That is what
separates good teams from
groat teams."
Harrison Bald, "As always,
this was a great team effort. We
won an equal amount of
events as W&M. Where we

pulled out the victory was in
the second fifth-place finishes
It was a close meet in the first
half of events. The 50-yard
freestyle trio of Filak, Flannery
and Scott pulled oft a 1 -2-3 finish to boost our morale. Then
our divers racked up big
points, with Kirkham winning
the 1-meter (dive) for the first
time in her career, followed by
a 1-2-3-4 finish in the 200-

meter fly (Cruickshanks, sophomore Karianna I angslet. senior Erin Kozlowski and senior
Emily Medley)."
According to 1 larrison, those
three events s,-t the tone lor the
rest of the meet.
"The 400-yard freestyle of
I llak, Flannery, Scott and
Webber put the icing on the
cake with one of the best inseason 400 freestyles we have

ever had," she said.
Cruickshanks said, "It is
always great to start with a big
win, like our win over the Tribe,
so hopefully we can build on
that momentum for the rest of
the year."
The Dukes look to continue
their success in the next meet
against George Washington
University
Oct.
27
in
Washington, D.C

MEN'S SOCCER

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Upset on Reservoir
Street, Dukes win 2-1

Early barrage sparks JMU

UPSBT,fhmp*ge I
strong And .om pared to the
imminent unraveling in the an
ond half, the game began
extr.iordinanh | le.m
I ess than lour minutes into
the first half, dribbling up the Ml
side oi the field, Munro was
tripped about 20 yards fn>m the
goal. Munro put the fnv kick on
go.il Munro received a deflection
and found the back of he net. put
ting |MU ahead early, 1-0.
"We've boon working on
those tree ku ks fore\er, and we
finally put one away." red -shirt
senior Id I ox Bald
Munro credited the goal on a
week of practices, brewing from
their usual routine of a couple

games a weak
Soon .itter, the Tribe had a
similar opportunity, receiving a
direct fret kick from 20 vards
out llowe\er. the kick, placed
nJotly over JMU's four-man
wall, was caught in a diving
catch by JMU goalkeeper, redshirt junior |osh Kovolenko.
I Vspiir JMU's early one goal
advantage, and the missed
opportunities by W&M, the
IJukes did not become complacent With three minutes and 26
MCOnda left in thfl first half. Mil
lor defender John Ambndge
dribbled the ball up the field I la
paaaed it up in the air to junior
forward Andrew Ku lied go, who
headed the ball from 12 yards
BWB) into the light top.ornci ol
the net putting JMU up 2-0.
With only one reoond k'ft in
the first half, junior midfielder
Brian Mit .othgan nxeiwd a vel
low card for "unsporting conduct" lor fouling a W&M plaver
The second hall lvg.ni .lean,
wifh the I lukes' defense, led In
Ambridge,
dominating
the
IHIH I deadl) offensive duo of
Phillip HucJes and ( artaeGarda.

I low ever, the combination 01
frequent offside calls in addition
to JMU's terrific defense, tore
the duo down.
A very physical game
ensued for the remainder of the
second halt, marked by the contention between center referee
|ohn DiGuardioand Tribe head
coach Al Albert.
Martin said that this point of
the game, when IMU was up by
two guils, was the most important point of the game, as tin
match would hinge on the next
goal. If it went to the Tnbe, then
the game would be up for grabs
He was probably een diaBfl
pointed, then, as less than Ntfl I
minutes into the second N
Tnlx1 got back in the game. JUIIK *
forward Ralph Bean put the Kill
peal Kovolenko, al the 6-yard
line. The game imw stocx] 2-1.
And tin1 game began tO vio
lentlv unravel. In midfield,
w&M's t laida went down on a
slide tackle, which the head referee, John DiCuardio called a
direct kick foul.
Infuriated that no further
punishments were given, Albert
began veiling that the JMU player's deal atuda were out on the
slide tackle.
Uv fouled ihem too mm h."
Martin said. "But we were
strong enough to the end."
In the aaoond half, the Tribe
took half I he shots on goal that
the) ti«>k in ihe hrst hau,ahoot
inga mere throe shots
The Dukes seemed to
agree fhat this was a huge
win, and possibly the biggest
win of the season
"Thai's our higgesl win of
the season," Ki\ers s.ud
T.ver\body was |iist working
for each other"
Fox agreed "If we didn't
win tonight it would've put us
in a lough Spot "

BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

said, about teamwork. "That's
senior writer
who we are. That's the hallmark
Webster defines the word of the JMU team."
"team" as: "a group organized
The Dukes have many indito work together" and "a coop- viduals to brag about. The
erative iimi
Saturday after- Colonial Athletic Association's
noon, tin? JMU women's soccer Player Of the Week, senior goalteam proved just that, shutting keeper Suzanne Wilson, for examout the University of North ple, continues to further the
Carolina
at
Wilmington school record rorcereer saves, and
Seahawkfl in a 6-0 blowout on she garnered her sixth shutout of
Reservoir Street Field.
the season Saturday.
In a team with such accomThe CAA chose rod-shirt junior
plished individuals, devoted forward Ten Joyce as their
teamwork may seem difficult to Honorable Mention Women's
come by.
s»cei liner ot ihe Week, ^<^i die
"That has to bo our team this leads the Duke squad in goals (six),
xMviii ioach I 'avid I ombardo assists i Mir |. and points (16).

H \\ IS < I l\< ,t Nl'l 1 I Junior phHv/iniphri

Junior forward Terl Joyce wards off a Seahawk defender Saturday.

--- -.*+*

However, Saturday aftenu I m
Joyce limped off the field in the
first half, after playing a mere IS
minutes And goalkeeper Wilson
saw very little action and was
taken out with 14 minufes
remaining in the game. So
Saturday afternoon, the personal
aihieveinentsof a couple players
paled in comparison to an outstanding example of all around
teamwork.
In the game, four different
JMU players scored the six goals,
and all five assists w em from dit
Cerent players Prom the games
onset, coach I ombardo sensed a
need tor all-around cooperation
desiring that no one plaver dribble a lot
The first goal came I men
one and a half minutes into the
game
Joyce dribbled the ball up the
right wing, and a Soahawk
defender kicked the ball out over
the v\ni line. Junior midfielder
Meredith McClure then look Ihe
corner kick, passing it to senior
midfielder Jamie Miller. From
four yards away. Miller kicked
the ball into the back of the net.
"Madison got off to a great
■tart," Seahawks' coach Paul
Caimey said "And Ihen our
girls gave up."
1 ess than a minute later,
from 8 yards out. Miller s. ond
again, putting the I Hikes up 2
0, off a pass from junior
I Vanna Sarauno
In addition to scoring twice.
less than three minutes into the
game, Miller played a c nicial role
deNnsively, with her (lawless h.ill
ownership and 5-foot-10 inch
size giving her an advantage over
the shortei .ilteinpts.it headers.
The speed and ball handling
skills of defenders red-shirl junior
Jenn "Jack" Ackerman. •ophomore Sara Sharp, and freshman
Katy Swindells allowed the
Seahawk flock very few scoring
opportunities,

Red shirt
junior
Beth
McNamara dribbled through
the defense, scoring the Dukes'
third goal, unaasjatad With only
three minutes and 39 seconds
left in the first half, the Dukes
topped off a dominant half, as
junior forward Kelly Wildeman
scored ofl an assist front Tmgley.
"In the first half, we were
kicking the Kill with no purpose,
kicking it t«» Limes Madison
players," t aimey said.
In the second half, l*>mbardo
kept up his deaire far taarn cooperation, ,HHI the Dukes kept up
(heir dominating shutout
■ I heir atyleol pia> as a team
is to try to be disruptive,"
I ombardo said of UNC-W. "Wte
|iisl said, 'Find feet. Possess it.
and we did a gtxxl |ob at that."
With 14 minutes remaining
in a cleaner half, JMU scored its
hith goal of the evening. Off an
assist from freshman midfielder

Sarah Mums, Saradno kicked the
hall from the left side of tin- go.il
right over Seahawks senior goalkeeper Meghan 1 il/simmons'
head, Into the top right comer of
the net.
As if the Dukes hadn't
already kept I it/simmons busy
enough. |MU spent the last 10
minutes oi the game hammering
lif/siinmons with "unlucky"
shots, .is | ombardo called them.
With one minute remaining
on the dock, McNamara passed
the Kill to Wildeman. Wildeman
Ihen kicked the ball along the
ground to the far pott ol the
goal, scoring her second goal of
the evening.
i ornbardo Mid, i waa surprise.) at the result. This was an
Important win. tnia keeps us
tied far first place with William
& Mary now "
With this victory, JMU's overall record rises to 7-6-2 The
team is undefeated in the CAA
conference, having won both of
their conference matches.
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THE PEN IS MICHTTFR

DAN BOWMAN

NBA East deep, but West
teams more dominant
To sol the record Knight I
absolutely am not picking the
MWunglOfl Wizards to win DM
NBA Championship. Think
about it; before this summer,
who ever would've thought
they would become the biggest
draw in sports' But alas, it has
happened. Fans have jumped
out of the woodwork and onto
the Wizards' bandwagon by the
thousands. And why? All
because of a man who is an
aging,
two time
retiree.
However, when that man is
named Michael Jordan, pretty
much anything goes
With all of the hype surrounding Jordan's return, it's
hard to remember that there are
still 28 other teams in the NBA,
many of which have significantly more talent than Washington.
The I.os Angeles l-akers, for
instance, are my lock to threepeat as NBA champs, a feat last
accomplished by the aforementioned Jordan and his unforgettable dynasty in Chicago.
Honestly I twUeva the Wizards
will be lucky if thrv can escape
the first round of the plawtts.
much less win it all
Who, then, will be better
than Jordan's Wizards in the
2O01-'02 season? For starters,
about half of the Eastern
Conference. The Orlando
Magic look to be the front-runners in the NBA East this year,
with Toronto and Philadelphia

■0

not far behind Tracy McGrady
will tinally have i;rant Hill to
take some of the scoring load
off of him, and the addition of
center Patrick Ewing from
Seattle doesn't hurl, as size
always seems to be an issue for
teams The Raptors' addition of
center Hakeem Olajuwon from
Houston gives them similar
depth, and Philadelphia, who
will be marred by injuries early
on, should be able to rebound
from a slow start once Allen

Iverson, the league's Most
Valuable Player last season,
returns to action.
So where will Washington
end up in all of this? Probably
batrling with my New York
Knicks (hey, I couldn't leave out
the Knicks now could 1?| along
with New Jersey, Atlanta and
Boston for the final two playoff
spots in the NBA East.
Remember, the Nets picked up
all-NBA first learner Jason Kidd
this summer, and the hlawks

Eastern Conference
Playoff Standings:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Orlando Magic
Bowman's
Toronto Raptors
Philadelphia 76crs
Milwaukee Bucks
Picks
Charlotte Hornets
Miami Heat
New York Knicks
Washington Wizards
Western Conference
Playoff Standings:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

L..A. Lakers
San Antonio Spurs
Phoenix Suns
Dallas Mavericks
Sacramento Kings
Utah Jazz
Portland Trailblazers
Houston Rockets
NATE JtiAHPIauffama

Senior goalkeeper Suzanne Wilson was named Colonial
Athletic Association women's soccer Player Of the Week.
Wilson set the JMU record for career saves with 303 last

added forward Shareef Abdur- week. Her two shutouts last week aba gave her five
Rahim from the now Memphis shutouts this season, which is tops in the CAA.
Grizzlies. Ultimately, the Knicks
and Wizards will grab those two
Football falls to UMass in A-10 match up
spots, but it won't be easy.
Jordan's supporting cast is
The JMU football team lost to the University of
mediocre at best, and it will definitely show throughout the Massachusetts 43-20 Saturday in Amhcrst, Mass
The Dukes had a 20-14 lead when red-shirt freshman
course of an B2*flMM MMOfl
As I prvviou-.lv mentioned, quarterback Matt LeZotte left the game with a wrist injury.
the Lakers own the NBA West.
Although the addition of
Field hockey falls to ODU, edges VCU over weekend
guards Steve Smith to San
Antonio Spurs and Sttphofl
The No. 17th-ranked JMU field hockey team lost to No.
Marbury to Phoenix Suns ODldd
tighten the jockeying for playoff 1 Old Dominion University 4-3 Saturday in Norfolk
Sunday, JMU came from behind to win 4-3 at home in
position in the NBA West, Shaq
and Kobe simply are too much overtime against Virginia Commonwealth University.
for any team to handle.
Sacramento should drop from
Women's golf wins ECAC title
third last year to fifth this year
because of an injury to franThe JMU women's golf team won the Eastern College
chise-player Chris Webber th.it
will keep him out until Athletic Conference Championship Oct. 20-21 in
December. Despite I.A.'s domiLewisburg, Pa.
nance, keep an eye out for a
Junior Jessica Lewis finished second and senior
promising young Houston Corrie Tayman placed third to lead the Dukes to the
Rockets team to ndc ttl way ECAC championship.
into the eighth spot, led by
Sophomore Jayme Langford placed seventh, freshguard Steve Francis and lu'wk
acquired forward Glen Rice man Carol Creen tied for 11th and senior Erika
Zwetkov tied for lKth.
from New York
Dan Bttcrtum is
a junior SMAD
Men's tennis competes at USC Invitational
major who claims to
be Spike Lee's bn$The men's tennis team competed at the University of
losl son so he can
South Carolina Invitational in Columbia, S.C. Oct. 19-21.
inherit court side
Senior Andrew Lux made it to the finals before falling to
seats for the
Marcus Wcstman of the USC. Lux and teammate senior
Knicks' games.
Troy Stone reached the doubles finals, but were defeated.

o

Any Arby's Sub

for $150

4

Good at Ha/Tteoriorp, Wtyeeboro. Stuarts Draft
■

Otter valid through September 16th
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Wilson honored by CAA
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(Adult)

Foxhill Townhomes, JMU's newest student community,
offers the latest designs in student housing floor plans!
Large, individual private bedrooms, semi-private baths,
two living areas and plenty of parking. Quiet, townhome
style units—not apartments or condominiums.
•4 bedroom
•2 bath
•Over 1450sqft
•Microwave
•Washer/dryer
•Storage
•Ethernet Hookups

Halloween Adult Video Shows
October 26th thru November 2nd
(15 available movies to view)
Video Sale 2 hr. $9.95 or 3 for $24.95
4 hr. $12.95 or 3 for $29.95
Video Rental $3.75 - $4.75 for 2 days

Simply The Best!
•Dishwasher
• Disposal
•Range
•Refrig. with ice maker
•On bus route
►Vaulted ceiling
•Picnic areas

r
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BED&QQa

Super IXJW Prices on Adult Toys and Magazines
Movie room always open
one per booth
Must be 18 years old to enter ID Required
(540)442-7784
1887 South Main Street

Open 7 Days

DEDBQi
'M
i
:,! :

BES&QQ.M

M-Th 10-10
Fri&Sai 10am-lam
Sun I0um-8pm
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^BATTERY
BIMART .com
1501 S. Main St. Harrisonburg

UPPER LEVEL

MAIN LEVEL

434-5155
Ask us about...
•FREE Jump Starts!
•Close to Campus
• Batteries for...cellphones,
cars and cordless phones

ioxhill
Lownhotnes
Now signing leases for fall 2002
Come check out one of the newest, largest,
^^^^ and best off campus housing available at JMU!

T--V
I — I

9 a.m.-5 p.m. M-F
'

■■^KMJ
EQUAL HOUSING

office

1627 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg VA
» )A

OPPORTUNITY
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SPORTS

Over the weekend the
baseball club improved
its record to 17-0. On
Saturday, it defeated New
River
Community
College 13-2 and 14-0.
Sunday,
it
defeated
Maryland 7-0 and 14-0.
Sophomore Stephen
Boyd
pitched
seven
shutout innings with 13
strikeouts and junior
John Borchers pitched
four shutout innings.
Junior
Kyle
Bocko,
sophomores
Wade
Wickre, Andrew Hart,
Mike Goll, Kyle Slusher,
Mike Ingenitoand freshman Chris Stemp hit
home runs.
Men's Water Polo
The men's water polo
club continued their run at
a national championship
berth by beating the
University of Virginia and
Virginia Tech, 16-8 and 18-9
respectively, en route to a 31 record this past weekend.
The 17th-ranked Dukes
lost
to
15th-ranked
Georgetown, 14-8.

Season total
La*lw»e*
Winning percentage

San Francisco
St. Louis
Oakland
Miami
Denver

Seattle
New England

Nebraska
Tennessee
Washington St.
Florida

Jen Surface
style editor
46-31
6-5

584

Amanda Capp
managing editor
43-34
4-7
.558

Chicago
St. Louis
Oakland
Miami
Denver

Chicago
New Orleans
Oakland
Seattle
Denver

Travis Clingenpeel
sports editor

45-32
5-6

.597

Chicago
St. Louis
Oakland
Seattle
Denver

Nebraska
Nebraska
Nebraska
Tennessee
Tennessee
Tennessee
Oregon
Washington St.
Oregon
Florida
Florida
Florida
UCLA ■■■■■■■■I UCLA

JHHI

Oklahoma
Tennessee
Oregon
Florida
UCLA

have fallen will be glad ro send you copies
Wilson continued to show that being boring-is monotnous, but consistent
He remains m second place, as always, thanks to a barely good weekend. Currently he remains
locked in the Turf room with KC and her desk until Cheech lets them out. There is some scary
stuff in that Turf room, and high-pitched screams have emanated from the dungeon. We're not
sure, however, whether that is Wilson or KC
Snoop sucks. He's honest about it. He doesn't care, at least not until the postseason is over.
His prediction; the Yanks can't handle the best one-two punch of starting pitchers since Knufax
and Drysdale. He hopes at least
Capp pried her way into the POTW camp this week by threatening to eliminate the Sports
section if she wasn't included. A fierce competitor. Capp declared to Cheech that the battle of
the redheads is on.

Field Hockey

Women's Rugby

The field hockey club traveled to the University of Maryland this past
weekend for Maryland's annual homecoming tournament. JMU defeated
William & Mary 3-1 and division rivals Virginia Tech 4-1.
JMU will host the University of Richmond Sunday at 10:30 a.m.

The women's rugby club shut out the University of Virginia this
weekend 27-0.
Next week, women's rugby defend their first-place title in the
state tournament.

THE LOOK

433 - 3322

Chicago
St. Louis
Oakland

Oh. how the mighty have (alien. Cheech bathed in the publicity she Trie michtV
received lor her third consecutive 8-3 week. She demanded her desk be separated from KC's because of her "abuse" and that Wilson be put into the Turf room, because,
according to her. Drew "creeps her out." Nice, Cheech.
The week's games were not kind, and the newly sell-proclaimed "superstar" felt two
games behind Wilson for second place Will Cheech recover her cover story status, or will she
continue to slip into Snoop's territory? Who will show up this week, the Superstar or the
Gnome?
Team Longhorn kept her tenuous hold on first place with a successful performance in
Week 8. Her committee remained In deliberation for an extra hour while they attempted to discover the etymology ol "jagoff." Longhorn fired two members for drawing funny pictures ot
her during the meeting. If you'd like to see the drawings, email brtnrsports&utrrial.crm and

Candie's Spa

CALL US
564 - 2770
or

48-29
7-4
.823

8-3
649

[San Francisco at Chicago
■ New Orleans at St. Louis
■Oakland at Philadelphia
■ Miami at Seattle
I New England at Denver

IOklahoma at Nebraska
|South Carolina at Tennessee
I Oregon at Washington St.
■ Florida at Georgia
I UCLA at Stanford

Drew Wilson
asst. sports editor

Meghan Murphy
art director
50-27

Week # 9

Comer of University Blvd
and Reservoir St
(Across from Sheeu)

Hometown Music
GuttARi,

AMPS, DRUMS,

- - - - Coupon
Save an extra 20% off
our regular discount price
on drumheads, drumsticks
and guitar strings.

PA urn Moet - www.htwiit9wnmuiic.net

Walking Distance from
SunChase. Stone Gate. Blue Ridge,
Total Body Spa
P"0"1" * Chesapeake
HAIRSTYLINC • TANNING • MASSAGE • BODYWRAPS

50% off mtnuftetmr't
Tan for Entire School Year S99

Save 10% on Tattoos aV Piercing

Tanning Visits {I Each

Full Body Massage $35

Manicure $ 10

(Minimum Purchase 10 Visits)

Haircut $12

Perms $35

Highlights ,40

PoHTRV
OPHisI A\\C
KliTH.'i
**»V~

Stars swart:
~"~I^
10 4 Mm, las, leer, Fri; ^

into

Closed Wedaeidsy

(Bring This Ad)

suggested lift price on any
cymbal in stock.
la rtodi from onry. May nil be combing
, rrlth other ofTert of discounts or applied to
liyiniyi. Entires 10/27/01

t

In the Aw MUIIC building
4J4-4I59 • 2990 S Miln Strut

_J

TV

^J*

BRIGHTEN

THE TDU STAGE!
INSPIRE US WITH YOUR POETIC
EXPRESSION!
THURSDAY, IO/25

7-9 PM
SIGN UP AT THE INFO DESK
CALL 568-7853 FOR DETAILS!

HALLOWEEN TARTY?
Need Something to Wear?
For A LOW Price! Stop by

Granny Longlegs
Court Square next to Jess' Lunch
Open Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30, Sat 9-5 433-4097

Formal Wear. Retro/Antique Apparel
Also Visit: Mercy House Thrift Store - 654 Chicago Ave
Clothing and Much Morel 433-3272 Open M-F 9-5:30, Sat 9-5
Mercy House Furniture - 42 South Near Super Wal-Mart
Furniture. Electronics. Sporting Goods Etc. 438-6333 M-8at 9-5
All Proceeds from these Stores benefit Mercy House
A United Way Agency - helping Families in Need

Can someone please
explain this gaudy jewelry?
Am I missing something? Donttwkout iNt-nti
new ilwiliy ltd. It's limply a personal reminder to peop e
Tha lattara aland lor What Would Jeeua Do? Sound arrange?
Lat ua eiplain.
Alter a parson bagina lo follow Jeeua Christ, it soon
becomes apparent to Iham that they should behave aa ha
behaved. Why?
Wall. Jasus was God a Son who cams into tha world to
sava ua from somathing vary dealiuclive ourselves Our
thought! and actions ara not accaptabla to Cod Evan tha
nicast kjndaat parson you know is self-centered and sinful
in God's ayaa.
But God took cans of tha sin problem Jarjs waa
crucihad lor tha forgiveness of our sins. Altar ha diad on tha
cross, ha roaa from tha daad. Ha now offers forgivanass and

daddy, your guide, your friend, your security
And he changes you on the meide All of a eudden. that
pang of smptineaa you've fall all your life is gona God a
preeence removes it. (He'a tha only thing that canJ And your
desires change You no longer want lo act in your normal
manner Rather, for some reason, you want to be more like
Jeeua. In a given situation, you might even want to do what
ha would do—lo do what God himself would do m a given
ertuation
A/a you cunous what its like to know Jeeua Christ?
Don't worry, you won I have to wear any special |e«eu, And
you won't have lo choose one soft drink over another. (The
WWJD doesn't really apply to that sort ol thing anyway 1 All
you hevs to do IB give him a lair shot st your heart You can

a new Ids lo those who coma to him and receive rum.
When you receive Jesus into your lira and accept hia

ask him to coma into your life right now—in a simple prayer
iual invite him in II you really mean it he will. Dial's what ha
would do

forgivanass. you begin a personsl lalatwnahip with God Us
changes Radically But in a good way God becemee your

To learn more about Jesus Christ, rsad 'John' in the
Bible And look for EvsryStudant com when on tha Web

Are you missing someone?

EveryStudent.com
'
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STAY
CONNECTED

WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS

IN 20
STATES.

Keep in touch with everyone. Anytime. Day or night.

SunCom's 20 Superstates
Free nationwide long distance
Free roaming in our Superstates
Free digital PCS phone
included on select service plans*
^MITSUBISHI

Plans with Anytime Minutes
starting as low as $30**

T300

>ATBT

we get it:
•-877-C*LL SUM

SunCom

This offer won't last forever. Visit your SunCom store today.

T9

Now Leasing <3

.,

4 Bedroom/4 Bath luxury
apartments

• Large kitchens fully equipped
with modern appliances
•Extra Capacity Washers &
Dryers in every apartment!

State-of-the-art Business and
Fitness Centers
Olympic Size swimming pool

Located off Neff Avenue
on Sunchase Drive
mac
-•jr.-c:-;:

Awesome Clubhouse with
large screen TV, DVD, Pool &
Fooseball tables

442-4800

<0t Visit the Sunchase Leasing Center with Your Group and
1
—' Reserve your Housing for the 2002-2003 School Year!

THURSDAY, OCT. 25. 20011 THE BREK/.E I 19
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l£LAS&L LlZtLS
FOR RENT
-1 bedroom in The
Commons, Female only. $275. but
witting lo negotiate. Call 438-3606.
Take Ovtf Laaaa - on bedroom/
private bath unit In a 4 bedroom
apartment at South View One time
hooh-up fee (or cable/Ethernet/
phone. All units are furnished. The
location it great and is close to
JMU. plus the unit is in great
shape The rent <s $290. monthly
and electricity is split 4 ways For
-.formation on how to take over my
lease, please can 8961555 after
4 30 p m or 8968956. 8:00 am
4.00 p.m I can also be e-mailed at
scoiCrochingham.kl2.va us or
bsketcseCaol.com.

FOR SALE
Volvo 74001 • sedan, white, fully
loaded, new tires Eicellent
condition and mileage. $4,900
Call 296-2163.
2001 Full Su.pcn.lon Scltwinri
Never ridden MSDP. $i.4O0. Omy
$800 540843-2589.
S#a Your Items M Tit. Brew* Far
Sale Sactton! Only $15 to run your
ad tor the entire tameatar. 5686127
1995 Laiu.SC 400 I
with gold Um and an options. 92K
miles, in eicellent condition.
Comes with a 120K mile or 18
year warranty $19,995. Call Drew.
433-9263

Rare Electric OuHar - Custom Omit
Jacfcson/Carvei
with case.
Appraised at over $750: must sen.
$500 Call John 612 4525

CMia Care Home Help • m Lakewood 5 days a week torn 3'30 p m
7:00 p.m. Own transportation
reouirod. Rate neg Call 564-0041

Making A Coatume? Try ual C, ft &
Thrift. 227 N. Main.

Make A Mffaranca Ne.t Summer
Holiday Lake 4 H Center (Central
Virginia) Summer Camp staff
positions: Staff Coordinator,
Waterfront Director. Resident
Lifeguard. Nurse/EMT. Store
Keeper/Office
Assistant.
Instructors: canoeing, nflery.
archery, outdoor Irving skills, ropes
course (fvgh & low), barn animals.
forestry, perforrmng arts. Training
included Application deadline.
December 14. 2001 Employment
penod: May 28 August 16. 2002.
Contact: Bryan Branch. Program
Director. 434 2485444 Rt 2. Bo*
630. AppomattOft. VA 24522.
bbranchCM.edu EOAA

Eaeoa Stylus 740 Printer • 1 1/2
years old. Great condition. New
color cartridge included. $50. 060.
432 3345
Coa-atrter Pot taas - 1MB PC. 17*
monrtor. Zip 100 drrve. CD burner.
speakers, many design and
business programs. Call Windy.
57*0111.
Norelctfack Ski MechtaTfaTseia ■
Paid $600: will sell for $175.
Call 896 5364 or email.
rodarmmaCimu edu
1974 To)ot» Land Ciulvar
soft top with reconditioned 6 cylinder
motor. 4i4 power replaced parts
and good condition Can 6124333

WaHrata— and Coeto Needed •
Apply at Jess' Lunch. Must be
available to work lunches.
Sophomores and Juniors preferred

HELP WANTED

$S G»t P»ld tor Your Opinkm S*
Earn $15 $125 and more per
survey! www.money4op>nK>na com

■utlnats Major • with good
computer, telephone, and people
skills to work approximately 15
hours par week, inducing Saturday.
Sand name and phone number to
Boi 2052. HarnsonDurg. VA 22801.
The Jablon group - is seeking
upperciassmen for its lucrative
Management internship positions.
For
information
go
to:
wwwJablon.com or-or to contacting
us by pnone 1800-6583847

Make $3,000. by Christmas 6
fun sales positions open at valley
Moll Avg. $6 - $22/hr. 434 9934.
Fraternities, Sororities. Clubs.
Student Groups • Earn $1,000 •
$2,000 this semester with the
easy Camoustunaraisef com 3 hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
aedrt card appncatons Fundrarsmg
dates are Nlng quickly, so tall today1
Contact Csmpustundrnscr com
at 888 923 3238. or visit
*»-* (■ntjMMfindVsripf' MHI

Computer Repair • Free home
visits.
Free diagnosis and
instruction 430 3269.

SERVICES
Academic Analyst
free
consultation Get your perfect
course schedule. Save time,
money Graduate early, eitra
degrees See Breeze Business
Directory 54043O3697
Complete Comeutar Retain I do
Windows, upgrades, diagnostics,
instruction, repairs. Reasonable
rates, i can help! 4329547 or emad iujfiecomputerOaoi.com.
SHfNANDOAH SHI/TTII
OM |Tfi yuu home for (he holidiyt
or an) where torn warn ro go'
Airpurti. train iimlan.
I* <fH' tt\*lt JlXH

VWl* MM 7

RIACI* r

your *e* no* |

1MOBB*»74

'lastifidTTtasurts
Sptciali/ing in In II t
Partie$ - Lotions Novelties - Body wear Adult Toys - Sensual Aids
I mi \ l .in-111.'i

nHHMetfjGM
InclwllMK 10*. off hotteM punbatn
Momlkty Sfetiali!
Mnrinml ." J •ul.com
--I.. 4'1 --II'.

MHIt I
For more infofmamm anJ
.isvi\<ii!n i- regarding the
invc4igjl»>n of fin.inun|[
htKincvi opportunities, contact the
Hotter Busincv. ButCJU. Inc.
I M">--H.*>ll|

SPRING BREAK
Wanted! Spring Breakers) Sun
Coast vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break to Cancun.
the Bahamas. Jamaica, or
Maiatian for free! To find out
now. call 18887774642 or e ma.i
salesOsunt oasl v ac at ions com
Spring Brsek Reps Needed tu
promote campus trips Earn $.
travel free' No cost. We train you
1800367 1252
www spnngDreakdirecf.com
Spring eVea* Party! indulge m free
travel, food, and parties with the
best OJs and celebrities In Cancun.
Jamaica. Mazatien. and the
Bahamas. Goto StudentCitycom.
call 1-800 293 1443 or e-mail
seJet#st udenicity.com
Spring Break 2002 Tr.ii.oi *ith
STS. America's HI Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica. Menco.
Bahamas, or Florida. Promote
trips on campus to earn cash and
frpo trips Information, Reservations
1800648-4849 or wwM.srstravetaim.

«1 Sertaej Braak Vacations • Best
prices guaranteed* Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas. & Honda! Book
early and receive tree meal pldri Now
hrnng campus reosl 18CO2347007.
www.erxffesssurnrner tours, com
Spring Br#*k Party Cruise' A.
flight concerns and sail from
Florida 5 days in Bahamas. $279'
includes most mcaisf Get group
go
free!
18006786386
spnngDnyakf ravel com
AAAA* Spring Break Specials!
Cancun and Jamaica Iron $389'
A - i. ii6l, free meals. Award
winning company* Group leaders
tree' Florida vacations $129'
sprmgoreakf ravel com
18006786386

M, Absolute Lowest Spring
Break Price! 12 Reputable
company, award winning customer
service! («»websrte) e3. Free meal
plans! (Earlybirdsi #4. Campus
Reps earn $$. travel free! Enough
reasons'
1 800 367 1252
www spfingbreakdtrect com

PERSONALS
Skydivet One day first tandem
jumps from 2 1/2 miles up! 22
jumper aircraft JMU student
disc ounts! wwwsfcyovveoranfe.ccirn
1 877 DIVE SKY

»1 Spring R.r.r- Op*.-.,,
our website for the best deals'
wwwvagabondtours.com. Cancun.
Bahamas. Jamaica, and Florida
Group organuers earn free tnps and
cash. Call today' 1 86&BREAK00
Act Now! Guarantee the best
Spring Break prices' South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas.
Acapulco. Florida & Mardigras
Reps needed. . travel free, earn
$$$. Group discounts for 6*.
anO«v*8203 mm l&mjrcUtn.com

SPRING BREAK 2002
Cases-, JaiMot. lUriNMl.H. I".«lr».
Uww. top*.., tlnrhsa A Mar*.
IHII Ml M Mn .I.KHicdunw"
■ i
mfeafllmHeeveBMl
Mm ... SUNSHAS/flXH *•> tarn
lordeuiUoi II I

BUD MOT. MTBKNSHITC

FOftH MMatam
Njia in.crvio.inf it JMI Mu-I.l
pm mat Ban ovei s? <*■> flak
l\,^,um, f..ll h. IVMmM

Applv im line t.nl.i.'
*>• linlinnp»inti'r* nun

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED AMI
OMhrimtnl 10 words
K00 for each add I lOvvmib
HIiK-kadsaicSIOinch
,,. (tpWlg I 'Vilil < opBbi
.( li...lii-Jkl.('niiin|[ imly I

A'III

PUcr »iMir ad ii..].. ■

"IT"*. AMIHHVIMK ■

S6S-A127

Recycle this Breeze!
1f<:aOmpeer

Give The Gift Of Friendship

The Compeer Program provides trained
Volunteers to work with individuals
diagnosed with a
mental illness in a mentor role.
Call today to learn how a little bit of time
can make a BIG difference!
Compeer also Has a Mrtnenne with Tint Slap providing mi
dtntl wrth trained volunteer mentor* Time oommrtment ranges
from 14 hours per week and from 4 weeks to one school year

Volurrteen and Frtemh en|ey many benefits:
• A new friendship
• Increase In socialization
• knowledge that you are making a Big difference
■ Great trairvmg and learning about mental Illness and
the pssale It affects
Wots Sit.: http://homa.rlea.nat'
compeer

Tel: 434-5219

Email: compeer@rlca.net

SET YOUR HOMECOMING TICKETS!
U)44Ar. 2001 THOMeCOMil\J5 FOOr&ALL £AM£!i
u)44e.ee. AvAidA&Le Ar n-ie ^oiwo cLeureo.,
UAeeSM fHALL POST OFF'iCS LO(36V
10-5 TUSSPAV-FeiPAV OCT. 3oTti - h)OV. 21VP
UH4Ar TO 6(eii\/r5: r^eilM^ VOUe JAd cL(\QD OtZ
veopLeeoFT ivuHe>ee roe SAOA T\CKST
you P\CK UP.
*u)£ TAKC? <x\eK\, CHAGCK, CQEDXT
dQED\r oveo. rue puoNen

OQ. ?LGX AF

rue doiwo

AIMD

Tickets are general Admission-First Come, First Served!
«.

*(zeee<zvev T\CK£T6 CWZB AVAiLA(3L.e poe $20
6ACU TO e\T OM TUB OTIASQ. 5We OF T*A£
CTAPiUM FtZOtf CTUPfSlVr5*
aer Txcxere £AteLv

BECAUSE

r^sv

GO FP&CW

More info? Dial JMU-Duke (565-32:53)
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Happy
WaMoween
Mafce your reservation
In full cos+ut*e af\d
have your reservation
fee of $¥0 waived.'.'
On October 31 or>(y

Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons

Stone Gate

1068 N Lois Lane

Office Hours
1 Mon-Frl 8:3oam-5:30 pm

431-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

al South View " ■*

PAPA JOHN'S" VALUE MENU
PIZZAS
CHEESE PIZZA
ONE TOPPING
GARDEN SPECIAL'"

Extra
Largo

Small

Large

7.15
8.20
9.85

10.18

12.65

11.58
13.50

14.35
15.70

Mushrooms. Black Olives.
Green Peppers & Onions

ALL THE MEATS'"

10.45

14.25

18.75

Pepperoni. Ham. Bacon.
Sausage & Ground Beef

THE WORKS'"

10.45

14.25

18.75

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS

Equal of Smaller Size (Limit 3)
A,,,

| '

CHEESESTICKS

5.00

A greal lasting blend ot Papa Johns fresh dough.
100% real cheese, and our Special Garlic Sauce

BREADSTICKS

3.70

Delicious oven-baked sticks with plenty of
Papa John's Special Garlic Sauce, Cheese Sauce.
and Pizza Sauce

39

."ntfiOHHervA'M-CouKnRHivrM
Eiplftt 30 day*.
No* .and «*h an* otW oN*
VaW on*» ai participating locations
Customer pays

One Large
One Topping

$036

Extra Pepperoncmis. Special Garlic Sauce.
Cheese Sauce, or Pizza Sauce
Coca-Cola'classic. Sprite" or diet Coke"
20
B

"' "'"" " "

1.05

1.40

1.70

2ND PIZZA DEAL
2ND PIZZA DEAL

(6 Sauces)

EXTRAS AND
SOFT DRINKS

EXTRAS

Pepperoni. Ham. Onions,
Italian Sausage. Mushrooms.
Green Peppers & BlacK Olives

BREADSTDC

Small

Large

6.50

8.00

Extra
Large

9.50

TOPPINGS
Ham
Pepperoni
Italian Sausage
Sausage
Ground Beef

Bacon
Anchovies
Extra Cheese
Mushrooms
Onions

Black Olives
Green Peppers
Jalapeflo Peppers
Banana Peppers
Pineapple

Cujtome^aysal^pplicablesalesta^

"-'

Serving Harrisonburg &
James Madison University
702 E. Market Street

433-PAPA
(433-7272)

FREE DELIVERY AND CARRYOUT

onaiuL on run CRUST »HCK aWiait
EipMW N dart. W >IM ■«! tn, om*f jltai
VaM at, at paracvMng locator* Customer part
« appkaefc Mix ia> luaaona icnmgi an

5 FOR

$3Q00
(Five Large One Topping)
Itnuo OMt^y Art* • Covcon Rtauna
OflKWMl ORTHItl CRUST WXCRf AuiABlC
Eipliea M ttft. Sol «M »» any oB»t oner
Vi« or*, ar psticipak^ kxabons Custome* pats

Mai ft«MniiimiffiMB

Use this chart to see what GEICO
could save you on your car insurance.
YOUR CURRENT
PREMIUM

YOUR CURRENT
COVERAGE
Bodily Injury:
Per Person
Per Occurrence

CAR1

Property Damage:

CAR1

CAR 2

Per Occurrence

CAR 2

Personal Injury Protection
or Medical Payments:

CAR1

Per Person
Uninsured Motorists:
Per Person
Per Occurrence
Property Damage
Comprehensive (Your Car):
Deductible
Collision (Your Car):
Deductible

YOU SAVE

GEICO PREMIUM

CAR 2
CAR1
CAR 2
CAR1
CAR 2
CAR1
CAR 2
CAR 1

Emergency Road Service

CAR 2
Government I mployccs Insurance Co • GEICO General
Insurance Co. •GEICO Indcmniiv c o • Gl U iu asuak) ( 0
These companies arc subsidiaries of Berkshire Hathaway Inc.
GEICO aulo insurance is noi available in MA or N| GcK Ol
Wftshinnion. DC 20076.

GEICO SAVES YOU THIS MUCH....

$

Call GEICO today at 1-800-882-7222 for a free quote. We'll give you a line-by-line rate
comparison with your current coverage so you can see the savings. You can use your American
Express, MasterCard, VISA, Discover®Card or personal checking account for instant coverage.
For better service when you call, please have your current policy and all vehicle identification
numbers (VIN) and drivers license numbers handy.
Call 1 -800-882-7222, 24 hours a day, for a great value on car
insurance. Or check the yellow pages for a local office near you.

©2001 GEICO

Dl RECT
> ( ul out and far/' in vein ivcitlcl

X5

